
 

      1001 NIGHTS 
      at the HOUSE of PANCAKES 
                              (Vignettes)  
               
  
NOTE ON PERFORMANCE: 
 
 1001 NIGHTS AT THE HOUSE OF PANCAKES — a series of related  
vignettes that capture fragments of people's lives as overheard in a restaurant at the end of 
the twentieth century, from the sad to the comic to the odd, with an emphasis on realistic  
drama/comedy.  
 
      Most roles can be played by either males or females, and perhaps some of the pieces 
could be done twice in each performance, to show how the dynamics change, or don't 
change, when the sex of the actor changes.  
 
      Instead of blackouts or fades, a character (not the actor) from the scene as it ends 
passes or touches a character or characters from the next scene — and thus there is flow, 
continuity from one life to the next. 
 
      The vignettes can be done in almost any order, even with different casting for every 
performance, thus giving a different texture to each evening. 
 
      Mood: Realistic comedy and drama. 
      Characters: 6 (men and women, mixed)  They play multiple parts, of all types. 
      Playing Time: Varies — from half an hour to two hours, depending on the number of    
                               pieces Perhaps about 75 minutes with no intermission would be about  
                    right. 
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“Boo!” (#1)   
 
          CHARACTERS: 

            DINER, male or female, any age 
                      ROBIN, male or female, any age 
                                      WAITER, female or male, any age 
 
SETTING:     The Restaurant, suggested by a table, two stools, a booth — that’s all. 
 
DINER     (looking at menu, looks up, sees somebody in the distance) Robin? 
 
ROBIN     (doesn’t reply) 
 
DINER     (standing up) Robin, isn’t that you? 
 
ROBIN     (as if surprised, only pretending to be) Oh, it’s you! 
 
DINER     Didn’t you see me? You looked right at me. 
 
ROBIN     I guess I looked right through you. I’m sorry. 
 
DINER      Are you dining by yourself? Want to join me? I’m not waiting for anybody. 
 
ROBIN     (reluctantly) Well . . . actually . . . 
 
DINER     No problem. Some other time. 
 
ROBIN     No, I’ll join you. I will. (Sits at the table.) You may be sorry, though. 
 
DINER     I don’t mean to pressure you. 
 
ROBIN     (angrily) It’s all right! I don’t mind! 
 
DINER     (sorry to have asked) Hey! It’s been a while. What have you been up to? 
 
ROBIN     You don’t want to know. 
 
DINER     Sure I do. You’re acting very strange. You are Robin Gallo, right? 
 
ROBIN     One day you’ll understand. 
 
DINER     What do you mean? 
 
ROBIN     (gesturing at the menu) Still eating food, huh? 
 
DINER     (trying to laugh) It happens. What can I say. 
 
ROBIN     Did you summon me? 
 
DINER     . . . Meaning? 
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ROBIN    Can you see me? 
 
DINER    Sure.  . . . You’re right there. 
 
ROBIN    You sure you aren’t talking to yourself? 
 
DINER    . . . Talking to myself? 
 
            (The Waiter appears.) 
 
W’TER    (to Diner) Refills on those pancakes? 
 
DINER    I’ll have two more of your fabulous Pancakes After Midnight. 
 
W’TER    Excellent! And it’s even after midnight. 
 
DINER    I’m funny that way. 
 
W’TER   Anything more to drink? 
 
ROBIN    Blood. 
 
DINER    (laughs but Waiter does not because he has not heard the remark) 
 
W’TER   (prompting)  Juice? Soft drink? On the house. 
 
DINER    Guess not. 
 
W’TER    Okey dokey! (Starts to leave) 
 
DINER    (to ROBIN) S/he didn’t take your order. 
 
ROBIN    It’s all right.  
 
DINER    But I thought you came in for something. 
 
ROBIN    I did come in . . . for something. It’s just now becoming clear to me. 
 
DINER    Then let’s call her/him back. (starts to call Waiter) Hey! 
 
ROBIN     Don’t bother. I won’t eat it. 
 
DINER     You’re sure? 
 
ROBIN     (creepily) Real sure. You eat. 
 
         (Diner pauses, a little frightened.) 
 
DINER    God, it’s been ages. When was the last time we saw each other? At that street fair! 
 
ROBIN    Was it? 
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DINER    Last year. Or has it been two? 
 
ROBIN    Maybe it’s even twenty-two. 
 
DINER    . . . Am I keeping you from something? 
 
ROBIN    Not at all. 
 
DINER    You don’t seem to want to be here. 
 
ROBIN    Have to be somewhere. Might as well be here. 
 
DINER    Thanks. . . . I think. . . . You are Robin Gallo, right? 
 
ROBIN    You might say that. 
 
            (Waiter returns with more food.) 
 
W’TER  Okay, two extra Pancakes After Midnight.   
 
ROBIN    (to Diner) Try this red syrup. Looks like blood. Tastes like it too. 
 
W’TER    (not hearing Robin, to Diner)  Will that be all then? 
 
DINER     I guess. Aren’t you going to ask my guest here if . . . ? 
 
W’TER  Your guest here? (looking behind) Is someone else coming? 
 
DINER     Right there! (indicates Robin)  
 
W’TER  Oh, the person will be sitting there? I see now. I’ll come back when the person is . . . 
 
DINER    — S/he’s already sitting there. 
 
W’TER    (after a pause) Very funny. Kid the waiter. Lots of laughs. (Starts to leave) 
 
DINER    Wait! 
 
ROBIN    Don’t push it. 
 
W’TER    (returning) Yes? Is there something else you’d like? 
 
DINER    (quietly) Have I been . . . talking to myself over here? 
 
W’TER    I’m afraid I haven’t been watching you, sir/madame. So I wouldn’t know. If that’ll be  
                 all . . .  (Wants to leave) 
 
ROBIN    (resigned) I said not to push it.      
 

(Waiter leaves.) 
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DINER    Why can’t s/he see you? 
 
ROBIN    Do you really want me to spell it out for you? 
 
DINER    Are you . . . d — 
 
ROBIN    — Don’t use that word. We consider it impolite. 
 
DINER    I don’t understand what’s going . . . 
 
ROBIN    I’m fairly new to this myself. But now I’m getting the hang of it. 
 
DINER    What’s happening?  
 
ROBIN    Why don’t you finish your meal? 
 
DINER    I should. Yes. Thanks. Sure you don’t want something? Some of mine? 
 
ROBIN    No, you enjoy it all. Every bite. . . . Every last bite. (Sits back, arms folded.) 
 
DINER    (takes a bite and then fully realizes that s/he’s going to die.) No!
 
ROBIN    (almost smiling, very quietly)  Boo . . .                                  
 
 

Go to Next Vignette 
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“Goodbye” (#2)  
 
               CHARACTERS:  
                                           #1, MALE or FEMALE, very pompous 
                    #2, MALE or FEMALE, quiet 
 
SETTING:     Another table or booth 
 
#1    I’m not doing it to hurt you. 
 
#2    No? Why then? 
 
#1    It’s just something I’ve got to do. 
 
#2    Oh, please! 
 
#1    I suppose you have a right to hate me. 
 
#2    I don’t hate you. 
 
#1    I know that I can’t ask you just to wait for me. 
 
#2    I’m not going to. 
 
#1    That’s what I’m saying. You go on with your life. Find somebody else. Who knows?  
        Maybe you’ll find somebody a lot better than me. You probably will. I know I haven’t been  
        very good for you, recently. 
 
#2    Yeah, but I didn’t know if had gone this far. 
 
#1    You want some of my whole-grain pancake? 
 
#2    Not really. 
 
#1    So this will be our last meal together. . . . I really have to do this! 
 
#2    Am I stopping you? . . . You had to bring it up here, in public? 
 
#1    I’m not the subtlest person in the world. I wouldn’t have done it here if I’d known it’d  
        bother you so much. I am trying to keep my voice down. 
 
#2    Where are you planning to go that’s so important? 
 
#1    Not sure yet. Fiji. And I hear things are happening in Tierra del Fuego. Perhaps Prague. 
 
#2    How can you afford it? 
 
#1    I’ll take a year’s leave from my job. My boss said it’s okay. 
 
#2    You’ve actually gone that far, but you’re just getting around to telling me now? 
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#1    I know I can’t expect you to understand, or even sympathize.  
 
#2    I don’t. 
 
#1    But I’m going to do it anyway. And I don’t expect you to wait. 
 
#2    Why would I wait for you? This is a shitty thing you’re doing. 
 
#1    You always said to be myself. I told you to be yourself. 
 
#2    And yourself is this crappy person sitting here? 
 
#1    What am I supposed to do — stay here even though I’m bored? 
 
#2    You’re bored? 
 
#1    Yes, I’m bored. 
 
#2    Well, I’m bored too. But I’m not leaving.  
 
#1    Maybe you like boredom more than I do. 
 
#2    Oh, give me a break. 
 
#1    Anyway, I wanted you to know. Didn’t want you to call, not get an answer and think  
        something has happened to me and that’s why I didn’t get back to you. 
 
#2    You’re so thoughtful. . . . And when is this big move going to take place?  
        (ironically) How much time do I have? 
 
#1    Actually, as soon as I finish this. (Points to pancake, takes a bite)  
 
#2    You are joking? 
 
#1    You know me. When I decide something I act. 
 
#2    If you leave . . . (shaking head) If you leave right now, you expect to be able to even  
        possibly come back into my life, after you’ve gone to fucking Fiji or what the fuck?  
        Just drop back in?  “Hey, I’m back!” 
 
#1    (self-righteously) Why do you have to use profanity? Can’t we settle this like two  
         rational beings? 
 
#2    I guess words fail me! . . .               
 
#1    I’m finished. . . . Goodbye.  (Leaves) 
 
#2    I can’t believe you! (shows distress) 
 

(After a few moments #1 returns.) 
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#2    You’ve changed your mind? . . . Or was it a joke? Was it a test?
 
#1    No, I forgot my scarf.  (Finds scarf, puts it on, then starts to leave) Remember, you  
        don’t have to wait. 
 
     Go to Next Vignette 
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“Out and About” (#3)  
 
               CHARACTERS:  
                                          #1, MALE 
                                          #2, MALE or FEMALE         
                              #3, WAITER, either sex 
 
SETTING:     Another table or booth 
 
#1    So yesterday I went to this sex place — outdoors. God, it was strange! 
 
#2    Really? 
 
#1    I’d like to tell you about it. But not here. 
 
#2    (looking around) Nobody’s listening. 
 
#1    You’re sure? 
 
#2    They’re all wrapped up in their own lives. 
 
#1    You’re sure? It’s sort of graphic. 
 
#2    Go ahead. Nobody cares. 
 
#1    Okay. I’ll try to speak quietly. . . . So, anyway, I go to this outdoor place around  
        twilight, and it seems pretty empty, and I’m also getting hungry because I didn’t eat        
        much that day. So I’m just about to leave. Well, there is this old guy with a white  
        beard there. He feeds the wild cats. And I confess I had sex with him once, when I  
        was really horny, and Tony wouldn’t put out. But the old guy with the beard smells  
        sort of strange, you know, like cat food. So I’m heading back to catch the bus when  
        who should I spot but this really cute guy—late twenties maybe, short hair, wearing  
        some kind of washed-out Levi outfit — you know, where the top and bottom match.  
        Anyway, I look at him, and he looks at me, or he sort of does. There’s apparently  
        something wrong with him, even though he’s really cute. In the head, I mean. But I  
        suspect he’s just been with somebody else, and I interrupted them or something.  
        It’s getting a little dark. But the moon’s up there, see, and so I figure what have I got  
        to lose if I check this guy out a little bit more. Well, he sort of straggles in my  
        direction, next to this big tree and these huge bushes, and just sort of  stands there. I  
        go up to him and put out my hand. His shirt is unbuttoned, and he’s got these nice  
        chest hairs — dark brown. Up close he’s still cute, but he does have this little acne  
        scar — maybe a couple of  ‘em  to the side of his mouth. But what’s a few acne  
        scars at twilight, right? I look better myself at that time of day. So who’s kidding  
        who? Anyway, I reach out and touch someone — this guy — his chest — and he  
        just stands there, with his head turned to the side like he doesn’t notice. Or maybe   
        he’s worried that somebody will see us. Only what does he think the guys around         
        there are doing out there in the first place? Jogging? In the gullies? So I don’t know    
        what to do, should I leave, should I go further? Then he starts rubbing his crotch.  
        That’s a pretty good sign he’s interested, don’t you think? Only he doesn’t get it out.    
        You know— it. So I get mine out, and it’s real peppy. I mean this guy was obviously  
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        not totally right upstairs, but his body!  
 
        Anyway, here I am pumping away on myself, and he’s feeling his own zipped- 
        up crotch, and then I’m sort of tweaking his nipples, and he keeps looking off —     
        first to one side, and then to the other. I don’t think he ever looks me square in  
        the face. I figure what have I got to lose.  I’ve got this meeting to go to and I’m  
        going to be late if I don’t hurry. So I say, “Suck it” to this guy, and still without   
        looking at me he gets down and starts to suck it. Hey, I think, what’s not to like  
        here! Only he keeps breaking off and looking this way and that way, nervous as  
        all hell, and probably not because of the guys who keep climbing around out  
        there, but because this guy’s escaped from some looney bin, or at least not taken  
        his medication or something. I don’t know what he’s got wrong with him, but he    
        doesn’t seem actually dangerous. But you never know, right? So he’s sucking  
        me — more like licking the tip — and stopping, and licking and stopping, and  
        I’m bending over trying to give him a little pleasure — on his nipples. Only  
        they’re hard to reach because he’s squatting down. And I think: I can’t come  
        like this! It’s too awkward. And if you’re going to get a blow job, shouldn’t it be  
        wholehearted, not piddly, don’t you think? So I wonder: what if I say something  
        else to him — give him orders or something. Maybe he’ll like that. But then  
        maybe he won’t. Or perhaps he’ll finally look at me, and it will be scary, that  
        look. And then I think we’ve gone this far, although he doesn’t seem to want or  
        need an orgasm. But I sure do! I know it’s weird, but it’s really sort of sexy,  
        don’t you think? So anyway I — 
 
WAITER    Your check, sir? 
 
    

Go to Next Vignette 
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“Ex-Friends” (#4)  
 
               CHARACTERS:  

                 CHRIS, late 30s to late 60s, can be played by MALE or FEMALE 
                                            LEE, the same 
 
SETTING:     Two stools, a table or a booth, downstage 
 
CHRIS    (at the table, waiting, drinking a cup of coffee) (waves to somebody offstage) 
 
LEE        (entering) Sorry I’m late. (Sits) 
 
CHRIS    I doubt that. 
 
LEE         (ignoring the remark) How’s the coffee today? 
 
CHRIS    Coffee. Want some? The waffles look good. (Starts to signal to waiter) Waiter! 
 
LEE         Never mind. (Waves to waiter that he doesn’t want any) Not yet! 
 
CHRIS    Did you bring the check? 
 
LEE        It’s right here. (Pats a pocket)  
 
CHRIS    (after a pause) You don’t want to give it to me? 
 
LEE         It’s for the full amount. 
 
CHRIS    Good. 
 
LEE        You want me to write it now? 
 
CHRIS    Don’t want to rush you. 
 
LEE        I’ll write it now if you want. (Takes out checkbook) Here. 
 
CHRIS    It’s only been four years. I can wait a few more minutes. 
 
LEE        No, let me write it! (Starts to write the check)  
 
CHRIS    I trust you. I must have if I co-signed for you, didn’t I? 
 
LEE        Look, I’m writing it. (He is) I’m almost finished. (Signs it) There! The whole debt  
               paid off. (Hands it to CHRIS.) 
 
CHRIS    (looking at the check) Where’s the $400 extra I paid when you didn’t make the         
                payments? 
 
LEE         I can’t pay that part right now. 
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CHRIS    Isn’t this coming out of your new credit line? 
 
LEE        Yes, but I’ve used it all up with this check. 
 
CHRIS    Oh . . . 
 
LEE        I’ll continue to pay you back each month. Fifty dollars. . . . So how are you? 
 
CHRIS    (not answering) I thought this meeting was to pay off your debt. 
 
LEE        I just did. (Points to the check.) 
 
CHRIS    I thought I made it clear on the phone that I didn’t want this to keep going on. I don’t  
                like having to hound you every month. 
 
LEE        I just don’t have it right now, Chris. And you’re not hounding me. You’ve been very  
                patient. 
 
CHRIS    I don’t want to be patient anymore.  
 
LEE        I just don’t have it, Chris. I guess you’ll have to get somebody to break my knuckles.   

  (Hits own knuckles.) 
 
CHRIS    I see. 
 
LEE        So how are you? How was Europe? 
 
CHRIS    European. 
 
LEE        How are your classes this semester? 
 
CHRIS    Lee, I know for a fact that you do have the money. You have three credit cards now. 
 
LEE        Who told you that? 
 
CHRIS    Never mind who told me. I know you do. You bought a new video camera on one of  
                them. 
 
LEE         Well, I have to finish the new film. I haven’t been able to work on it for five months.  
                 The job at Supershuttle is working out, but it doesn’t really pay much. 
 
CHRIS     Lee, I want you to pay off your debt. 
 
LEE         It’ll be paid off in no time. I’m going to have a garage sale every weekend. And Ron  
                 apparently won’t have to go to jail for six months after all. They’re giving him three  
                 years of just weekends in jail, so he’ll be able to work.  
 
CHRIS    Lee, I’m trying to save this friendship. 
 
LEE         (after a beat)  So am I. 
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CHRIS    Then I want the rest of the money, today. 
 
LEE         All right, be a bastard! (Starts to take out the checkbook again.) 
 
CHRIS    I never should have loaned you the money. I knew it even then. But I thought I was  
                helping out a friend. Silly me. 
 
LEE         You were. And I appreciate it. But if I sign this, I think there should be some changes  
                 between us. 
 
CHRIS    Okay. 
 
LEE         I mean big changes. 
 
CHRIS    Like what? 
 
LEE         Your bullying. 
 
CHRIS    My bullying? What about your bullying? 
 
LEE         You always have to dominate the conversation. You always have to have the last word. 
 
CHRIS    Am I bullying now? 
 
LEE         In a way, yes. 
 
CHRIS    Lee, apparently you don’t hear yourself. You pontificate every time we dine out.  
               You’re the expect on history and political science! And why? Because you went  
                to the first semester of your junior year! 
 
LEE         I may not have the degrees you do, but I keep up. I read. I go to things. More than you  
                do. But I can barely get a word in most of the time. 
 
CHRIS    Lee, obviously you’ve never listened to yourself talk. I can barely get a word in  
                edgewise. 
 
LEE        When you do, all you do is complain about your students. 
 
CHRIS    Most teachers complain about their students. 
 
LEE         But it’s boring, Chris, boring! You’re intelligent. Why can’t you talk about something  
                 else once in a while? 
 
CHRIS    Like your films? It seems to me that’s all we talk about. Lee’s Film Number1 versus  
                Lee’s Film Number 2 versus Lee’s Film Number 3. And I had to suggest putting  
                numbers on them, or we’d never know which fucking one we’re talking about. 
 
LEE         If I had a job I hated as much as you hate yours, I’d get out of it. You can’t just  
                 criticize your students all the time. They need some hope. 
 
CHRIS    Most people hate their jobs, and they don’t quit them either. They can’t quit them. By    
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    the way, do you love driving for Supershuttle? You can write better, talk better, and         
                think better than most of my so-called college students and yet you don’t have a college  
                degree, and they do — or will. Doesn’t that anger you? 
 
LEE         I made certain choices a long time ago. I don’t mind honest work. What I wouldn’t  
                want is a job where all I do is see the negative things about it. How can you keep  
                going into the classroom if you don’t respect your students? 
 
CHRIS    Listen, I spend twelve hours a week in the classroom. Anybody can stand that. I spend  
                most of my time worrying about my books. 
 
LEE         I think your attitude hurts your writing too. You have no sympathy for anybody. 
 
CHRIS    How would you know what hurts my writing? You haven’t even read it. 
 
LEE        I read the one before the last one.  
 
CHRIS    I’ve written plenty since then. And things are being accepted for publication, so I’m not  
                worried about my writing. 
 
LEE         I’m just saying for the long run. You hate people. Why would they want to read you? 
 
CHRIS    You’re right, I do pretty much hate people. They’re stupid, and they can’t punctuate! 
 
LEE        So you can punctuate! That’s so important in the overall scheme of things! 
 
CHRIS    We are graduating illiterates! Sample? “I enjoy to read Hamlet because I am laughable  
                and enjoyable.” 
 
LEE         People have problems, families, pains — they can’t always do everything! Maybe we’d  
                better stop this conversation . . . 
 
CHRIS    Yeah, maybe we’d better. 
 
LEE         (after a beat) And your racism. 
 
CHRIS    My what? 
 
LEE         It’s time you faced it. 
 
CHRIS    “Racism” now means saying anything the least bit critical, however true, about certain  
                pre-approved ethnic minorities. 
 
LEE         You have some legitimate points to make, and in some ways I admire your willingness  
                 to speak out, but you also had better look into your heart. I mean really examine  
                 yourself. 
 
CHRIS    What will I see there? Lots of white people riding the bus with their eyes down.  
                “Please, please, don’t hurt me!” 
 
LEE         You called somebody a jigaboo. I was in the car with you! I thought, “What kind of                        
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                 person is this I’m friends with?” 
 
CHRIS     You get more upset when I call some glowering, belligerent “person of color” a name  
                 than when he calls us “fucking faggots” or “fucking dykes,” “honkey bitches,” or  
                 “white assholes.” What does it say about you that you take that shit from the so-called  
                 “oppressed” ? Who said they can insult us, but we can’t talk back? 
 
LEE         But you, deep down inside, really hate them — for who they are. You truly do. 
 
CHRIS    I wasn’t born that way. . . . Experience. 
 
LEE         You don’t seem to realize what a powder keg you’re sitting on. If we blow up, who’s  
                 going to get hurt? Everybody. And me, that’s who. Because I don’t have any economic  
                 security. 
 
CHRIS     No? I thought you were practically running Supershuttle now. 
 
LEE         (sincerely) Chris, that’s really crummy. . . .We’re all going to wind up killing each  
                other. 
 
CHRIS    You call it racism. I call it telling the truth.  
 
LEE         Whatever you call it, you can’t go on grading your students low just because of who  
                 they are. 
 
CHRIS    I really resent that, Lee! I grade them as I find them. As a matter of fact, like most white  
                teachers, I bend over backwards, forward, and sideways to give them higher marks than  
                they deserve! How dare you think I can’t be fair! 
 
LEE         I manage to get along with people. I have to ride the bus every day. And I have to work  
                 with people of all types. It’s not always easy. I don’t have the luxury you have. 
 
CHRIS    I also made certain choices about going to college for years and years and years. That’s  
                why I have some “luxury,” as you call it. 
 
LEE         Yeah, and you’re smug about it, too. 
 
CHRIS    Maybe. 
 
LEE         You know I’ve always been attracted to you because you remind me of my father.  
                 He was opinionated too, and that’s how he hurt my family. He made enemies. He  
                 lost jobs. My father died on the toilet with pneumonia, on unemployment. He left  
                 us nothing. 
 
CHRIS     I know this already.  
 
LEE         I’m trying to explain why I’ve been your friend for you long. And why I often can’t  
                stand you. 
 
CHRIS     If I told you all the things I can’t stand about you, we’d be here all night! And stop  
                 substituting me for your father. I’m tired of it. 
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LEE         Not as tired as I am. . . . Maybe I’ll have something after all. Waiter! (Signals) He  
                doesn’t see me. Why is it waiters can see a tip a mile away but not a hand waving  
                at them? 
 
CHRIS     Couldn’t say. . . . I never brought it up before, but speaking of tips . . . 
 
LEE         What? 
 
CHRIS    I don’t think you realize that all your friends know that you steal the tips when we go  
                out together. 
 
LEE         I do not! 
 
CHRIS    Lee, you do too. Ron, before he got arrested, was always doing impersonations of you  
                pretending to go back for a scarf or something and taking the tips we’d all left. 
 
LEE        You discussed this behind my back? 
 
CHRIS    You thought you were being so clever, outsmarting the rest of us. But, Lee, we knew it.  
                We just let you get away with it because you were poor, or said you were. 
 
LEE         I only did it a few times, when I was really desperate.  
 
CHRIS    Yeah, desperate to finish Lee’s Film Number 2 or was it Number 3? 
 
LEE         Don’t you think if you, a writer, won’t help another artist, who will? 
 
CHRIS    That’s why I loaned you the money in the first place. 
 
LEE         You think you’re good, don’t you? You like to think you’re so devastatingly honest in  
                 your opinions and in your books, but why don’t you take a look—a good, honest look  
                 — at yourself sometime? 
 
CHRIS     Like what? 
 
LEE         You’re totally selfish. You made it up the social scale—to what?  To some fucking  
                 community college, for god’s sake — and you could care less if the rest of the human  
                 race starves to death. In fact, you’d enjoy it. 
 
CHRIS     Is that all? 
 
LEE         Nobody really likes you. They put up with you sometimes, because you can be  
                 amusing. But it’s cold. You’re cold. Very, very cold. And you think don’t pick up  
                on it? They do. They do, Chris. 
 
CHRIS    And you’re warm? 
 
LEE         See, you always want to turn the tables. You never want to confront yourself. 
 
CHRIS    I’m confronting! I’m confronting. 
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LEE         Why should people like you? You don’t like them.  
 
CHRIS    I manage to live somehow. I also have a lover. 
 
LEE         That’s right. And I don’t. But I have many more friends than you do. I just haven’t  
                been able to attract a lover. And I regret that. And I envy you in that. But I don’t envy  
                you in much else. Not much else.  
 
CHRIS     I’m listening. 
 
LEE         You’re quite cruel. 
 
CHRIS    It’s a mask. 
 
LEE         Then it’s a very good one, Chris. In fact, I’d say it’s replaced whatever used to be under  
                 it. 
 
CHRIS     I don’t consider that an insult. 
 
LEE         I just pity you, that’s all. 
 
CHRIS    Don’t pity me. How dare you! Mr. Supershuttle with his three almost-good films! 
 
LEE         And what have you got? I believe all your books are out of print, except the ones you  
                do yourself. Isn’t that correct? 
 
CHRIS    Now you’re blaming me for economic forces I can’t control? Because I’m not        
                commercial? 
 
LEE         I’m not blaming you for anything. I’m just saying you’re very hard on other people, but  
                 very forgiving of yourself. 
 
CHRIS     Maybe that’s because I don’t need to be liked as much as you do. 
 
LEE         If I leave here . . . 
 
CHRIS    I’ll never see you again? 
 
LEE         . . . You want that? 
 

(a long pause) 
 
CHRIS     . . . Goodbye, son. 
 
  

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Together” (#5)   
 
                CHARACTERS:                 
                                             #1, MALE or FEMALE,                     

     #2, MALE or FEMALE 
   

 
(They are either reading and not paying much attention to each 
other or else vastly stupid.)
 

SETTING:     Another table or booth 
 

(Played very languidly.) 
 
#1    (after a long pause) . . . How’s yours? 
 
#2    . . . All right. . . . Yours? 
 
#1    . . . Not bad. 
 
#2    . . . What’s it got in it? 
 
#1    . . . Don’t know. . . . Looks like something green. 
 
#2    . . . We need our greens. 
 
#1    . . . Sure do.  
 
#2    . . . How’s the water? 
 
#1    . . . Good.  . . . Just the way I like it. . . . lukewarm. 
 
#2    They always want to serve it cold. 
 
#1    . . . I’ve had it too hot sometimes. 
 
#2    . . .Yeah, that’s bad too . . . when it’s too hot. 
 
#1    . . . Lots of people here today. 
 
#2    . . . Yep. 
 
#1    . . . Did you hear about that cannibal club? 
 
#2    . . . No, what? 
 
#1    . . . They’re trying to shut it down. . . . I think they should. 
 
#2    . . . Where’d you hear about this? 
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#1    In the paper. 
 
#2    . . . Really. 
 
#1    . . . I don’t think they should have things like that. 
 
#2    . . . Yeah . . . probably not. 
 
#1    . . . It can lead to other things. 
 
#2    . . . I suppose so. 
 
#1    . . . Why would cannibals want to have a club anyway? 
 
#2    . . . Beats me . . . I think you mean cannabis club. 
 
#1    . . . Oh . . . 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Foreign Bride” (#6/ part 1)   
 
                  CHARACTERS:                 

      #1, MALE (smooth, eloquent) 
                     #2, FEMALE (with heavy accent, probably Asian) 
 
SETTING:    Another table or booth 
 
#1    Have I told you yet today how much I cherish you?  
 
#2    (with accent) Excuse, please? 
 
#1    I adore you! I’ve never felt like this before. . . . Do you understand me? 
 
#2    (blushing) Yes, now do. . . . Speak more! 
 
#1    And it’s not sex. If I just wanted that, I could have gotten sex from the other girls    
        near the base. You answer some unknown necessity in me, one that even I didn’t  
        realize I was longing for. Look, how long have I been in the army now — it’s seven  
        years this month — in all those different countries, being with many women, yet I  
        didn’t begin to fathom that I was just walking through my life. I wonder how many  
        others are as deeply sad as I used to be, underneath all the busyness and the talking    
        and even the love-making.  
 
#2    (enjoying it but unsure) What say? 
 
#1    Am I talking too fast? I’m sorry. We can talk in your language if you like. Want to? 
        Although I can’t promise I’ll be able to say very much. 
 
#2    (grabbing his hand) No, I learn. You talk, I learn. (Smiles) 
 
#1    You must practice too. (coaxing gently, holding her hand) Don’t you want to? 
 
#2    Prac . . . ? 
 
#1    To say the words in English. 
 
#2    Oh, in English, yes. 
 
#1    All right, go ahead. Say something else. 
 
#2    Okay, I say. . . .  (Can’t think of anything, giggles)  No think. 
 
#1    It’s all right. Now that we’re married we’ll use both languages. We’ll be goddamn    
        bilingual! 
 
#2    Us two? 
 
#1    That’s right — us two. You and me both. You’ll be talking up a storm in no time,  
        now that we’re home. 
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#2    (upset) Storm? No storm! 
 
#1    (smiling) No, it doesn’t mean a real storm. It’s an idiom. 
 
#2    Id? 
 
#1    Idiom.  
 
#2    (sadly) Yes, I am idiot. 
 
#1    (gently) No, no, no, no, you are not idiot. You just don’t know the language. But you  
         will. In fact, you will be able to read Shakespeare one day. 
 
#2    No! 
 
#1    Yes, you will. You watch. “When troubles come, they come not single spies but in  
        battalions.” I’ve always liked that line. Do you like it? 
 
#2    (obviously not understanding) . . . Oh, yes.  
 
#1    (laughs gently) We’ll work on it. Would you like some more Swedish pancakes? Or  
         maybe some other kind? 
 
#2    You want mine? (Holds up her pancakes) 
 
#1    No, I said, do you want more? (Points to her) 
 
#2    You want me? 
 
#1    Yes, I want you, but we’re talking pancakes now. 
 
#2    (frustrated) Not understand. 
 
#1    It’s okay.  
 
#2    (still frustrated) I can talk in . . . my language! 
 
#1    Of course you can. I know how you feel when you’re with me. I feel the same way    
        when I try to speak in your language: “Me become baby.” 
 
#2    Me no like baby. Like man. (giggles, touches him) 
 
#1    Oh, actually I’m just sort of a plain-spoken guy. . . . Had a stutter for a while, in fact.  
        My father cured me of that. (Has a bad memory but doesn’t comment on it, looks away.) 
 
#2    No, you speak so . . . (can’t find the word eloquently) You speak! 
 
#1    No, I’m just a crude little cracker. Believe me. But when I’m with you . . . 
 
#2    I love to hear . . . when you talk. Tell me . . . America. Okay?  
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#1    Shall I tell you about . . . the Safeways? 
 
#2    Safeways? 
 
#1    Most people now take them for granted. It’s good to come home again and see with  
        fresh eyes. You know what — I’ll take you to a Safeway store tomorrow. A big one.  
        Bigger than the stores on the base. First you walk down one long aisle, and what do  
        you see spread out — melons — casabas and honeydew, then mangos like sunrises,  
        and persimmons and guavas, never mind golden delicious apples and bosque pears,  
        all sprayed with cold water, the droplets glistening like little stars, sitting there ready  
        for us to lift in our hands. And just touch. And smell. Waiting all clean and ready for  
        our lips, our tongues. 
 
#2    (barely getting any of the words, only the rhythm, the tone) (sincerely, almost  
         holding her breath)  Oh . . . I want . . . go . . . Safeway!   
 

 
Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Foreign Bride” (#6/ part 2)   
 
                  CHARACTERS:                 

       #1, SAME MALE (with less polish in his way of speaking) 
                                              #2, SAME FEMALE (with less of an accent) 
                     WAITER, male or female 
 
SETTING:     The same table or booth 
 
#1       (sliding into his seat) Remember when we first came here? What’s it been, a year? 
 
#2       (with less of an accent) (also sitting) Almost. 
 
#1       I think we had this same table/booth. 
 
#2       Probably. 
 
#1       It was your first day in the States. Remember! 
 
#2       Yeah, I think so. (looking at menu)  What’s pancakes . . . au gratin? 
 
#1       I think it means it’s got potatoes or somethin’. 
 
#2       Potatoes on pancakes? No, thanks! I’ll just have peaches. Maybe no pancakes. 
 
#1       They use canned peaches, you know. 
 
#2       I know. I like can peaches. 
 
#1       I sort of do, too. By the way, it’s canned , not can. Canned peaches. 
 
#2       I wish you won’t leave ‘em in can in fridg. 
 
#1       What? 
 
#2       The can peaches. It turns can black. 
 
#1       Throw ‘em out. 
 
#2       Why don’t you throw ‘em out? 
 
#1       ‘Cause I might eat ‘em later. 
 
#2       You never do. 
 
#1       Sometimes I do. 
 
#2       I always throwing them out. 
 
#1       (looking at the menu) I think I’ll have pancakes with chocolate sprinkles. And walnuts. 
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#2       (softly) Yuck. 
 
#1       It’s healthy. 
 
#2       Yeah. 
 
#1       What are you gonna have? 
 
#2       Don’t know yet. 
 
#1       I think the waiter’s comin’ over. 
 
#2       (Doesn’t answer.) What’s Hoity Toity Biscuits? 
 
#1       Probably something . . . hoity toity. 
 
#2       I think I stick with Swedish. (Puts down the menu) 
 
W’TER  (appearing) Ready to order? 
 
#1       (still reading menu) I guess so. . . . It’s hard to make up my mind. (taking his time)     
               How’s the linguini? 
 
W’TER  Excellent. All our food is excellent. 
 
#2       What’s Hoity Toity? 
 
W’TER  Two fruit biscuits with caramel meringue on them. It’s very good. 
 
#2       That’s okay. I’ll pass. 
 
#1       (joking to the waiter) That’s not all she passes! 
 
W’TER  (ignoring the comment) . . . Are you ready, sir? I can come back if —  
 
#1       No, I’ll have the Hoity Toity Biscuits. How much carmel (says carmel) comes   
              on that? 
 
W’TER  Quite a good serving, I’d say. (Shows with hands) 
 
#1       Good, I’ll have that. And could you put a little extra on, just for me? That’s a  

  good buddy! 
 
W’TER  I’ll ask the cook, sir. Any coffee for you two?  
 
#2       Not for me. 
 
#1       I’ll have some, though your coffee burns my gut right down to the lining, I’ll tell  

  you that. 
 
W’TER  (taking the menus) Thank you, sir. (Leaves) 
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#1       (to wife)  So . . . how’s your gas? 
 
#2       (reluctantly answering)  I . . . 
 
#1       Mine’s gettin’ worse. I feel kind of bloated all the time. My stomach. Below the  

  belly button. (Touches it.) You want to feel it? Here, feel it. (Makes her feel his  
  stomach)  

 
#2       (smiling, but it’s not a real smile)  It’s something all right, your gas. 
 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Foreign Bride” (#6/ part 3)  
 
                 CHARACTERS:                 

      #1, SAME MALE (with a still cruder way of speaking) 
                                             #2, SAME FEMALE (with even less of an accent) 
 
SETTING:     The same table or booth as before. 
 
#1    This is gettin’ to be a habit. Almost like our anniversary! 
 
#2    It’s all right. . . . No, maybe I should sit there this time. (meaning the other seat) 
 
#1    You wanna? 
 
#2    I think so. (They exchange places) 
 
#1    Comfy? Look at that potted plant. Isn’t that perty (says perty)? 
 
#2    Isn’t it plastic? 
 
#1    I don’t think so. 
 
#2    Go feel it. 
 
#1    Okay. (Gets up, goes offstage)  
 
#2    (as he sits back down) Is it real? 
 
#1    So what’s wrong with plastic? You don’t have to water it. 
 
#2    Have to dust it. 
 
#1    (looking at the menu) Gotta dust the real ones too. Did I ever tell you about this dumb plant I  
        had over in Okinawa? It got so dirty I could plant seeds on it. I had these things growing out  
        of the dirt and hangin’ all over the place. 
 
#2    (indifferent, looking at the menu) You never told me. 
 
#1    I paid off that credit card today. 
 
#2    Good. 
 
#1    Gonna pay off another one next month. Maybe two months. 
 
#2    Good. (puts down the menu) I’m not very hungry today. 
 
#1    Come on! You like Swedish pancakes! They’re your favorite. 
 
#2    Well, maybe I . . .  
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#1    What’s mit schlag mean? 
 
#2    With whipped cream. 
 
#1    That sounds good. “Barbie Doll Blintzes Mit Schlag”! 
 
#2    (Doesn’t answer) I think I’ll just have tea. 
 
#1    You don’t like comin’ here no more? 
 
#2    I guess I don’t. (Puts down the menu) 
 
#1    You suppose they gotta get Barbie’s permission to sell her mit schlag? 
 
#2    I wouldn’t know. 
 
#1    I bet they gotta get permission. That copyright stuff.  
 
#2    I took Darla to the clinic this afternoon. 
 
#1    Yeah? 
 
#2    The doctor says it’s just a fever.  
 
#1    I told you. 
 
#2    Maybe I should call Cynthia and see how she is. 
 
#1    Oh, come on. Don’t bother. She’s fine. This is our night out. Relax. Enjoy yourself.  
        For god’s sake! 
 
#2    (not true)  I am . . . 
 
#1    Oh, by the way, I got news on the lawsuit today. It looks good. 
 
#2    Yeah? 
 
#1    Yeah, the lawyer says I’ll probably get ten or eleven thousand. Minus what he gets    
         — the lousy crook! But not too shabby — just for getting hit by a car! 
 
#2    Almost hit. 
 
#1    Okay, almost hit. Boy, that was quick thinkin’ on my part, if I must say so myself.  
        But it somehow just clicked in my head, like that. (Snaps his fingers) “Hey,” I said,  
        this guy’s gonna cross that white line where I’m walkin’,” and so I jumps up and  
        lands on his fuckin’ hood and plants my big ass right there where he could see it. I  
        mean, this guy was shittin’ in his pants. I mean, I could see him right through the  
        windshield! Panic! Big time! So I starts groanin’ and carryin’ on like he’s cut off my  
        dick or somethin’. Now I was a little dizzy — don’t forget. Yeah, dizzy countin’ the    
        bucks I see flyin’ out of this yo-yo in this big car and headin’ right into my little ol’  
        pocket. (Pats his pocket) . . . Hey, what’s takin’ the goddamn waiter so long? . . You  
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        think he’s a fairy? . . . What’s the matter? You’re hardly talkin’ today. Is it  
        somethin’ I said? You worried about Darla? I tell you, she’s fine. By the way, did  
        you call your mother again? You know them long-distance bills is addin’ up? . . .   
        Hey, you listenin’ or not? I don’t get you, honey. Your English is so much better  
        now. Why don’t you use it? I swear to God you’ve changed since we got married.   
        Well, I haven’t! . . . Hey, I’m talkin’ at you. . . . Honey? 
 
#2    (softly, realizing fully whom she has married)  . . . Oh, yes, I hear you.  
 

 
Shift to Next Vignette 
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“The Bald Princess” (#7)   
 
               CHARACTERS:                 

    A:  a BALD WOMAN in a fancy gown, a little tattered, can be  
          played by either a woman or a man in drag 

                                           B:   offstage VOICE, male or female 
                                           WAITER, either sex 
    
SETTING:     The same. 
 

(Lights up on a seated bald woman. Should be played so that there is ambiguity about  
whether she is telling the truth, deluded, or lying.) 

 
A         (looking over the menu, tries to capture the attention of the W’TER but can’t) Waiter! 
 
W’TER    (goes by, doesn’t look at her) 
 
A         (tentatively) Waiter!  
 
W’TER    (snappily)  Yes, what is it? 
 
A         I’d like to order. 
 
W’TER    Can’t you see I’m busy? 
 
A       . . . Oh . . . 
 
W’TER    (getting out order pad)  All right, what do you want? 
 
A         (flustered, can’t remember, looks at menu again)  My, what was it I wanted . . . ? 
 
W’TER    I thought you said you were ready! 
 
A        I am, I am.  . . . Pancakes! 
 
W’TER    What kind? 
 
A         . . . You decide. 
 
W’TER    I haven’t got enough worries? Now I have to decide what you want? 
 
A        What seems to be the trouble? 
 
W’TER    You don’t want to know! 
 
A         Sure I do. (Gestures at a vacant seat opposite her.) 
 
W’TER    I could get fired for this. (Sits anyway)  It’s Gaitano — our chef. He’s gone off half- 
                 cocked. 
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A        Really? 
 
W’TER    He’s added a pound of paprika to the Diversity Special. 
 
A         And that means . . . ? 
 
W’TER    He doesn’t like all this diversity. Says he can’t keep up with the tons of different foods  
                 people keep ordering. . . . And that isn’t all.  
 
A         No? 
 
W’TER    Gaitano stuck his you-know-what in the mashed potatoes. 
 
A         What? 
 
W’TER    (too loudly)  His dick in the potatoes! 
 
A         (startled) Oh, my! 
 
W’TER    (looking around)  Sorry. It’s just that I’m so upset. (to a distant customer)  
                 Okay, okay, I’ll be there in a minute! 
 
A         Perhaps you should take a day off. 
 
W’TER    I already took two off. My boss didn’t like it one little bit. And I can’t quit. I’ve quit  
                 my last four jobs! If I quit this one, it’ll be obvious that I can’t take responsibility —  
                 just the way my father always said. . . . (about her order, but softly) What would you  
                 like, ma’am? 
 
A         (deciding) . . . Hot chocolate? 
 
W’TER    Good choice. By the way, do you mind if I ask you why you’re . . . bald? 
 
A         (touching her head) Oh, you noticed? 
 
W’TER    Just a little. 
 
A         Well, it’s because . . . oh, you don’t want to hear. 
 
W’TER    Yes, I do. 
 
B         (offstage) Why don’t you hire some waiters around here, for Christ’s sake! 
 
W’TER    Tell me quick. 
 
A       . . . I used to be a princess. Don’t ask where. Just say it was some far-away little  
                 principality run by . . . someone. One day I was admiring my long, blonde hair in 
                 a little mirror that I . . . used to have. It billowed  —  my hair. And reached down  
                 to here. (Shows down back)  Oh, no one said I was pretty. But my hair . . . my hair  
                 distracted people from my un-pretty face.  
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W’TER    (touched) Oh . . . And? 
 
A         The people there didn’t like others to admire their long hair. 
 
W’TER    Really? 
 
A         To make the story short, they grabbed me and burned off my beautiful, beautiful hair.  
                  . . . It’s never grown back. 
 
W’TER    (touched) Oh. . .  So you left your country? 
 
A         Oh, yes, I had to. They don’t allow people without hair to live there. 
 
W’TER    . . . Run that by me again. You . . . ? 
 
A         I told you you didn’t want to know. 
 
W’TER    But I do. 
 
B        (to WAITER)  I’m comin’ over there in a minute! 
 
W’TER    Please finish. 
 
A         I’m afraid I didn’t tell you the whole truth. . . . They didn’t cut off my hair.  
 
W’TER    They didn’t? 
 
A         They tore it out. By the roots. 
 
W’TER    Oh, god. 
 
A         Could I have my hot chocolate now? 
 
W’TER    Of course. I’ll be right back. 
 
B        (as WAITER goes past)  Are you gonna wait or me or not, asshole? 
 
W’TER    (shushing)  Shhh! There’s a princess over there! 
 
A         (after a moment, smiling at the audience, then to them)  Hello. You’re probably  
             wondering about my hair, aren’t you? Well, you see, I was . . . I was born without  
             hair. That’s right, no hair at all. I don’t mean like most babies. Oh, no, I never got  
                 any hair because we were too poor, oh, much to poor to have hair . . . 
 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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"Little Carla" (#8)     
 
           CHARACTERS:  

#1, MALE or FEMALE, over forty 
                                       #2, FEMALE or MALE, under forty 
 
SETTING: Another table or booth 
 
#2    So how’s your son? 
 
#1    Terrific. In fact, he called me yesterday. 
 
#2    Where is he now? 
 
#1    Finally on his own.  
 
#2    Yeah, but where? 
 
#1    That’s funny. He didn’t say. Must have been the East Coast, though. 
 
#2    So you two have gotten over your . . . 
 
#1    Oh, yeah. A long time ago. Months. 
 
#2    It wasn’t pretty rough, wasn’t it? I didn’t really know you that well then. 
 
#1    Yeah, the accident. And then his trouble at school. And let’s not even get into the  
        drugs! 
 
#2    It’s a shame I never met him. 
 
#1    Richie’s a good kid. They wanted him at CNN — as an anchor. Very photogenic,  
        and I’m not just saying that, either. 
 
#2    He’s not going to take it? 
 
#1    He thought about it and thought about it, but he called me and said, "Mom/Dad, I’ve  
        decided I’d be better off behind the camera."  
 
#2    Nerves? 
 
#1    No, no, he just thought he didn’t like all that public part. He’s basically a very — you  
        know — quiet person. He doesn’t need all that attention. You know, the ego thing. 
 
#2    Sounds like he’s doing very well now. 
 
#1    Oh, he’s great. Just great. I told him he takes after his father/mother. Slow to  
        develop. But what a picture when it comes out! 
 
#2    This coffee’s very bitter today. 
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#1    Want some cream? 
 
#2    Maybe bitter’s better. I’ve really loaded up on sweets these past few days. 
 
#1    I’ve stopped putting even that Equal in mine. Nothing sweet. And cold turkey too! 
 
#2    I admire your willpower. 
 
#1    So . . .are you going to have that kid you’ve been talking about? 
 
#2    Still not sure. A kid’s a big responsibility. 
 
#1    And that’s the easy part! Richie was a very difficult delivery — I mean, right from  
        the beginning this was. Came out with teeth. 
 
#2    No! 
 
#1    Well, one tooth. I always tell him, "Richie, you bit me on the way out, and you’ve  
         been biting ever since." 
 
#2    And what does he say? 
 
#1    Denies it. Says that I knocked his teeth out when they first came in, and that he  
        didn’t have any till he was twelve years old . . . . We’re always kidding each other  
        like this. Every time we talk it’s about . . . Richie’s teeth. 
 
#2    You make me sort of envious, with your little kid stories. 
 
#1    Believe me, they grow up fast. Always wanting to get away from you. Unless they  
        happen to need something. Then they’re back — like those creatures in the horror  
        movies! 
 
#2    Well, Richie is probably sitting in some restaurant right now telling some friend how  
         great his mom/dad is. And was. 
 
#1    I don’t think so. That part doesn’t come till later, when the kid’s grown up and about 
        to die. (Laughs) 
 
#2    You’re not sorry you had a kid, are you? 
 
#1    What’s to be sorry about? Like I could un-do it? 
 
#2    I’m just curious, because of my own . . . 
 
#1    (not convincingly) Best thing that ever happened to me. Richie. 
 
#2    He did well in school, didn’t he? 
 
#1    Oh, yeah . . . Until he got to high school. 
 
#2    Oh? 
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#1    Got very moody then. He got in with a bad crowd. 
 
#2    A gang? 
 
#1    A religious cult. The  Moonies. You heard of ‘em? 
 
#2    Really. 
 
#1    Yeah, he went through this phase when he got married in one of their group    
         ceremonies. He didn’t even know this girl. But she had been recommended by this  
         member or something. Or maybe it was the Reverend Moon. I mean, at first I was  
         pleased, because at least Richie seemed to be settling down, after all his problems.       
         . . . So many problems. But then something went wrong, and he went sort of nuts  
         for a while. Used to go to airports and wear this long robe and solicit money from  
         passengers. Then he took to wearing all kinds of tee-shirts with messages on them.  
         Like: "I can help you — I’ve been Mooned!" 
 
#2    His tee-shirt didn’t really say that. Did it? 
 
#1    I never saw it myself. That’s how Richie tells it. What would I know — I’m just his  
        mother/father. 
 
#2    And what happened to this wife? 
 
#1    She went on a mission or something.  
 
#2    Any children? 
 
#1    Children? . . . Yeah, actually they did have one. 
 
#2    And? 
 
#1    They tried to . . . they asked me to . . . 
 
#2    (because it wasn’t very clear) They asked you what? 
 
#1    Last year, this was. They came in their banged-up Toyota and surprised me out in  
        the backyard. . . . Okay, I was dozing. You know, my medication, it does that to me.  
        And yet how I used to be! What was it they called me? The Living Cup of Coffee.  
        Me, coffee! Well, to make a long story longer, there were Richie and his bride —  
        she had some pretty kind of name, which I can’t remember. And with them they  
        have little Carla. Just a little bitty thing, like her mother. Big, dark eyes, this little  
        sunken-in mouth. She looked so afraid of everything. I mean, your heart would go  
        out to her in a minute. Anybody’s would.  
 
#2    You never told me this before. 
 
#1    Oh, that Richie! God, the stuff he put me through. It’s a wonder we both survived. 
 
#2    And what happened to this little Carla? Did you take her, I mean, for a while? 
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#1    That’s why they’d come. And by the end of the afternoon, Carla had opened up a bit,  
        and was even sitting on my lap. I got out some cookies . . . Mother’s Cookies — the  
        frosted kind? You know those? 
 
#2    I think so. 
 
#1    Carla ate a ton of ‘em. Richie finally had to take them away, and Carla cried for  
         those cookies. This little bitty thing, she was. And then her mother asked me if I  
         liked Carla, and she asked Carla if she liked me. . . . And she said she did. And  
         Richie smiled at me, and then he smiled at his wife. And they got up . . . I guess to  
         leave. And Richie said, "Honey, you’re going to live with your grandma/grandpa.  
         Isn’t that wonderful?" And Carla wasn’t too sure about it, and she clung to her  
         mother, and looked at me with these big, big eyes, real wide and taking everything  
         in. And I had a cookie myself. And got these crumbs all over me — and in my  
         teeth. You know how awful that feels when you’re trying to talk to somebody, and  
         you’ve got this gummy stuff stuck in your . . . and you can’t stick your finger in or... . . 
 
#2    (after a beat) What happened? 
 
#1    (seriously) Richie hadn’t even asked me. He just showed up with this bride and this  
         baby — she was two then. And they were going to leave her with their grandma/    
         grandpa and go off and “moon” somebody else, I guess. (False laugh) Of course  
         they were really thinking about a divorce, it turns out, which of course came later.    
         . . . I mean, they wanted to leave their kid . . . with me. But you know I’m not as  
         healthy as I was. And, yes, I’m bored, and I’m lonely. But I didn’t think Richie had a  
         right to do that to me. Do you? . . . And they kept waiting for me to say something,  
         or to open my arms to little Carla. Like: "Come to grandma/grandpa, baby.  
         Grandma/Grandpa loves you very much, darling."  So there she sat on the couch  
         next to her mother — who was so pretty, you wouldn’t believe — and these big  
         black eyes searched my face for what I was going to say. I mean, it was just this  
         little girl’s life we were discussing, right? . . . And . . . And I said . . . I said . . . no. 
         (The last painful word, no, can be left unsaid.) 
    
       Shift to Next Vignette 
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“May I Sit Here?” (#9)  
 
              CHARACTERS:                 

   #1, A LONE DINER, MALE or FEMALE 
      #2, 3, 4, MALES or FEMALES 
       WAITER, Male or Female 
 
SETTING:     The same 
 
#1    (person at booth, dining alone, has a bite or two, enjoys them, seems contented) 
 
#2    (approaching the booth) May I sit here? 
 
#1    (surprised) . . . Here? 
 
#2    I called down the street to another restaurant and they didn’t have a single seat. And, as you  
        can see, all the places are filled here. (Gestures) 
 
#1    (looks) Yes, I see. (Still reluctant)  But . . . 
 
#2    (guilt-tripping) And I’m hungry. 
 
#1    Well, all right. Have a seat. 
 
#2    (sitting opposite #1)  Thank you very much. 
 
#1    No problem. 
 
#2    (takes menu, looks it over) Hmm. 
 
W’TER  (to newcomer) I’ll be right there, sir/madame. (Leaves) 
 
#2    That’s fine. 
 
#1    (looking up from food, trying to be friendly)  Nice day. 
 
#2    (ignoring #1) Hmm. (looking at menu) 
 
#1    What are you going to have? This is good. 
 
#2    Do you mind? I don’t really like talking to strangers when I’m eating. 
 
#1    . . . Oh . . . All right. 
 

(They go on in silence for a moment, each doing his or her thing.) 
 
#2    (looking at someone approaching) Hi! 
 
#3    (coming up, carrying a doll as a baby)  God, I couldn’t find you at first. 
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#2    Sit down. There’s plenty of room. (Reaction from #1)   (to #1) You don’t mind, do you? 
 
#1    Well, I . . . 
 
#2    (as #3 sits, to baby) How’s Poochy-Poo? (fusses over the baby) 
 
#3    He’s been sick—the croup and something else we can’t figure out yet. 
 
#1    Really? (Reacts to possible sicknesses) 
 
#2    He looks wonderful. So like everyone in our family. (to #1) This is my sister/brother and  
        her/his baby, Poochy-Poo. 
 
#1    How do you do? 
 
#3    (ignoring #1, to relative)  I’m so glad you found a seat. I can’t believe how crowded it is! 
 
#2    Yes, this place was free. 
 
#1    (surprised reaction from #1) 
 
#2    (to relative)  How’s momma/poppa? 
 
#3    Very good. Asks about you every minute. 
 
#2    I wish I could’ve called more. 
 
#3    Well, s/he should be here any time now. 
 
#1    (Reaction from #1) Not here? 
 
#2    (ignoring #1)  I found a house! 
 
#3    Terrific!  
 
#2    It wasn’t easy. 
 
#3    I’ll bet. Oh, look there’s momma/poppa now! (Waves) 
 
#1    S/He didn’t see you.   (standing, yelling)  Hey, momma/poppa! Hey, over here! 
 
#4    (from a distance, calling) Is that you? 
 

(#4 hurries over. #2 and #3 hug and kiss #4 effusively, with expressions of love, etc.) 
 
#2    Rest yourself, momma/poppa. You must be exhausted. 
 
#4    (sitting next to #1, jostling the person)  You wouldn’t believe the crowds! I almost got lost  
         on the bus too! 
 
#3    But now you’re here, safe and sound. 
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(Another round of hugging and kissing across the table) 
 
#4    How’s Poochy-Poo? 
 
#3    Terrific! 
 
#4    Let me see him.  
 

(#3 holds up the baby, much oohing and ahhing from #2, #3, and #4, ad libs as  
 necessary.) 

 
#3    (to #4)  But don’t get too close. You might catch something. 
 
#4    He hasn’t got that thing that’s going around, has he? 
 
#3    It looks like it. 
 
#4    Let me hold him anyway. (Takes the baby, holds it right next to #1, who is trying not to  
        catch anything and yet not seem rude)  (to #1)  You got enough room? 
 
#1    . . . Oh, sure . . . 
 
#4    Would you mind holding Poochy-Poo? While I get his present out? 
 
#1    Hold him? 
 
#4    Just for a minute. Here. Thanks. (Hands the baby to #1) 
 
#2    Don’t drop him now! 
 
#1    I’ll try not to. 
 
#3    You’re such a nice person. 
 
#1    I try. 
 
#4    Here it is! (Produces it.)  Coochy-Coo! (Unwraps another baby with a flourish) 
 
#3    (to #1) Poochy-Poo’s sister! (thrilled) Oh, momma/poppa, you didn’t! 
 
#4    I did! (Shows the second baby proudly)  
 
#2    But I thought he couldn’t come here until Auntie was coming! 
 
#4    Don’t ask me how I did it. But somehow I did! 
 
#3    You’re a genius, momma/poppa! 
 

(More hugs and kisses from #2, #3, and #4, knocking #1 about the booth) 
 
#3    (to #1) I hope we’re not disturbing you. 
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#1    (sincerely, while being hit with the second baby)  Oh, no. 
 
#2    Good. ‘Cause you got so much room here anyway. 
 
#1    Do I? (looks around at the crowded conditions) 
 
W’TER   (rushing up) I’ll be right there!  (Leaves) 
 
#3    (to #4)  So when are our cousins arriving? 
 
#4    Any day now. It’s all set. We’ll all go to meet them. 
 
#2    I can’t wait. Then we’ll all be reunited.  
 

(Another round of hugs and kisses and effusions) 
 
#2    I’m afraid the others won’t be able to come until next year. 
 
#2, #3, #4    (Sounds of disappointment) Oh, no! Oh, that’s terrible!  Etc. 
 
#1    Yeah, that’s too bad. 
 
W’TER   Okay, then, folks. How can I help you? 
 
#1    I guess I’d like my check, please. 
 
#2    (to #1 sharply) I beg your pardon. I believe we were here first!              
 
  

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Loved Ones” (#10)  
 
              CHARACTERS:                 

   #1    ADULT MALE or FEMALE 
                  #2    JACKIE, ADULT MALE or FEMALE , retarded, not  
                                                                                                              sentimentalized 
 
             SETTING:     The same. 
 
#1    (on cell phone, sitting) Oh, Jackie’s terrible! (Listens) I tell you s/he is! I had her/him down  
         for the holiday and all s/he does is beg. S/he must think I’m made of money. And do you   
         know what s/he wants for Christmas? Miracle long johns! Whatever those are! (Listens) Oh,  
         s/he saw this catalogue I got in the mail! Miracle long johns, for god’s sake! S/he doesn’t  
        need that kind of crap! (Listens) I’m taking her/him back after we finish here. S/he actually  
        likes the shit they serve here! I didn’t have anything. (Listens) Oh, they want her back by  
        seven — to get ready for bed. (Listens) It’s not early! The staff doesn’t want to have baby  
        her/him all night! . . . Oh, here s/he comes!  
 
#2    (Jackie approaches the table or booth, a bit slow mentally, on medication too for some  
        disorder)  (cheery but flat)  I’m back! 
 
#1    (still on cell phone) No, don’t go! I never get to talk to you. 
 
#2    Who is it? 
 
#1    (not answering but to #2)  Did you take your medication? 
 
#2    I did! Two of ‘em! 
 
#1    (to the cell phone)  How’s Mandy? 
 
#2    Is that Chloe? 
 
#1    (not answering, to phone)  She didn’t! How old is she now — fifteen?  (Listens) Sixteen! 
 
#2    Is that Chloe? 
 
#1    Why didn’t you ever have her fixed? (Listens) 
 
#2    . . . I guess that’s Chloe. 
 
#1    Well, she can’t have any now, can she? 
 
#2    (in the direction of the cell phone, but not very loudly)  Hi, Chloe. 
 
#1    An Abyssinian? Really? (Listens) Yeah, I hear they’re very nice. But what about a Manx? 
 
#2    (half-heartedly) Hi, Chloe! 
 
#1    (to Jackie irritably)  What are you going on about? 
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#2    I’m saying hello to Chloe. 
 
#1    (to cell phone, dismissively) Oh, s/he says hello. (Listens)  Chloe says hello back. 
 
#2    Hi, Chloe!  (Reaches out for the phone) 
 
#1    (turns away, but not far, about Jackie)  I don’t know what we’re going to do with her/him.  
        (Listens) Well, her/his SSI doesn’t begin to pay for the care!  (Listens) El and Fred are  
        complaining about the expense, that’s all. Month in, month out. I know I can’t afford it! 
 
#2    (to nobody in particular)  They haven’t picked up my dishes. 
 
#1    (to telephone)  And s/he won’t wear her/his teeth! 
 
#2    (covers mouth) 
 
#1    I bought them for her/him, and s/he won’t wear them. (Listens) S/he has two teeth left.  
        (Listens)  I don’t care. S/he can only eat soft things. It’s a nuisance. (Listens) For anybody,  
        not just me! 
 
#2    (to nobody in particular) I guess they don’t want these dishes. . . . They probably have lots of  
        dishes. . . .  
 
#1    And then s/he’s always brushing them. Every two bites. S/he had to brush them here, just  
        now!  (Listens) Yeah, s/he’s listening? (to Jackie)  Are you listening? 
 
#2    . . . No. 
 
#1    S/he’s in her own world. (Listens)  Really? . . . When? (Listens) 
 
#2    (to #1) . . . Can I have a Coke? 
 
#1    No! You already had a dessert. 
 
#2    (fumbling for change) I’m got some money here. (Searches for it) 
 
#1    (harshly) No, Jackie! You can’t have a Coke. We’ve got to go! 
 
#2    (says nothing, sits very still, picks at the two bottom teeth)  
 
#1    (to telephone) How’s Mrs. Myron? Is she still making dresses? (Listens) She died!  
        Oh, I can’t believe that! Really?  (Listens) Well, isn’t that terrible. You saw it in the  
        paper.  (Shakes head) 
 
#2    I’m going to pay! It’s my treat! 
 
#1    (to Jackie irritably) Put your money away! You’re not going to pay! 
 
#2    I want to pay. You want a Coke? 
 
#1    You’re not going to pay. You keep that money. (to phone) Oh, I gave her/him some  
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        money this morning. S/he’ll have it spent by tomorrow! 
 
#2    Say hello to Chloe for me! . . . Did I say that already? 
 
#1    (ignoring her/him) Yeah, I want to get home. It’s been a hard day. (Listens) Oh, s/he  
        slept right next to me. I have a bed set up for when s/he visits! (Listens) 
 
#2    And I came right to bed after you went, the way I said I would. Within twenty minutes. 
 
#1    (to Jackie, dismissively) Yeah, and I couldn’t wait! 
 
#2    (little soft giggle) Yeah, you couldn’t wait! (makes funny little noise, a snort or a laugh) 
 
#1    (to telephone) Oh, s/he’s so dependent, even at her/his age! Oh, I know s/he can’t help it. It’s  
        just . . .Well, it’s been great talking with you, Chloe! Give my best to everybody there. (with  
        grudging affection) Jackie here’s all right! S/he’s very good. 
 
#2    (makes that funny noise again) I’m all right! . . . Tell Chloe we’ve got two new people at  
        where I stay. 
 
#1    (not really catching the drift, irritably)  What? 
 
#2    One of them is blind. . . . And the other is Japanese! 
 
#1    (to telephone) Oh, s/he’s just babbling on, the way s/he does. Well, it’s been really great. But  
        I think you should look at a Manx.  
 
#2    Can I say goodbye to Chloe? 
 
#1    (ignoring her/him)  (to telephone)  No, it’s nothing. S/he just wants to jabber. (Listens) 
 
#2    (waits a moment, then touches #1’s cheek — a little stroke with just the fingertips)   
        Can I touch your cheek? 
 
#1    (brushing the fingertips away)  What are you doing?! Goddamn it!   
 
#2    (puts fingers in lap, looks down at the table)  Sorry. 
 
#1    (to telephone)  Oh, s/he just wants something all the time. Wants, wants, wants! (Listens)  
        Oh, fuck you, Chloe. It’s easy for you to be sentimental about her/him. You don’t have to  
        take care of her/him, the way I do! (Hangs up sharply) 
 
#2    (to him/herself, very quietly)  Bye, Chloe . . . (Farts)  Oops, sorry! It just went off. 
 
 (#1 just shakes his/her head.) 
  
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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"Teen Love" (#11)  
 

CHARACTERS: 
   #1, ROBIN, a FEMALE or MALE in teens 

                                          # 2, JODY, a MALE or FEMALE in teens 
                 WAITER, MALE or FEMALE, any age 
 
SETTING: The same. 
 

(These teenagers take themselves very seriously throughout, played broadly.) 
 
#1:  (very seriously)  So what are we going to do, Jody? 
 
#2:  (equally serious)  I don’t know. I can’t think straight. 
 
#1:  You’ve got to! This is important! They’ll never understand us. They say it’s just lust! 
 
#2:  They’re fuckers!  
 
#1:  They’re too old to understand. 
 
#2:  They don’t know what we’re feeling.  . . . In here! 
 
#1:  My dad said I’d get over it. Just because he’s been divorced! He can’t seem to get it   
       through his head that we’ve invented something no one has ever felt before! No one! 
 
#2:  (grabbing hands) My self-conscious [sic] tells me this is right, and always will be right. 
 
#1:  I think an angel appeared to me in a dream last night--I haven’t told you this, I was too  
       afraid--and said our love will be an always-thing. 
 
#2:  Oh, babe! It’s so true! 
 
 (They lean over the table and kiss and carry on.) 
 
#1:  Oh, god! My feelings are so real! 
 
#2:   . . . That woman over there is scowling at us. (Points) 
 
#1:  (looks over)  She doesn’t have anyone. . . . See! 
 
#2:  But we do! 
 
 (They kiss and make-out again.) 
 
#1:  If the waiter throws us out like they did at the last place, what’ll we do, Jody? 
 
#2:  We’ll go, I suppose. But they still won’t conquer our love! 
 
#1:  Never!  
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WAITER: (coming over) Alrighty, what would you two kids like? 
 
#2:  (together, loudly) Leave us alone! 
                
#1:  God! 
 
WAITER: (taken aback a bit)  Okay. . . . I’ll come back when you’re ready to order. (leaves) 
 
#1:  That fucker! 
 
#2:  Who do they think they are! . . . Is your lip sore? 
 
#1:  A little.   
 
 (They feel their lips.) 
 
#2:  But so what, right? 
 
#1:  Yes! 
 
 (They make out even more passionately, with one moving to the other’s side.  
  They carry on.) 
 
WAITER: (returning) Alrighty, you two ready yet? 
 
#1 and #2: NO! 
 
WAITER: Okay.  (leaves) 
 
#1:  (looking after the waiter)  That’s exactly how the world is! Indifferent! 
 
#2:  Blind! 
 
#1:  Isn’t it always this way with . . . special people? 
 
#2:  Like us? 
 
#1:  Like us.  
 
 (They exchange a light lip buss.) 
 
#2:  So where does that leave us, Robin? 
 
#1:  I don’t really know. I really don’t. 
 
#2:  Well, I know I’m not going back home. 
 
#1:  Me neither. 
 
#2:  They can’t make us. 
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#1:  I’ll be sixteen in three months. 
 
#2:  The fuckers! 
  
#1:  (getting up, to scowling woman)  You look at us one more time, bitch, and I’m  
         coming over there! 
 
#2:  What’s she doing? 
 
#1:  Hey, she put her eyes down. 
 
#2:  (standing, to the scowling woman, shaking a fist)  It’s about time, bitch! 
 
#1:  (grabbing hands, kissing them several times)  Oh, baby, baby, baby, what are we going  
         to do? What? What? 
 
#2:  (after pausing tragically)  Well, Jody, there is one thing we can do. 
 
#1:  . . . There is? 
 
#2:  They’d never get us . . . there. 
 
#1:  You don’t mean . . . ? 
 
#2:  I do. Are you brave enough? 
 
#1:  . . . Brave? . . . Enough?  Oh, I hope so! 
 
#2:  We could do it tonight. Now. 
 
#1:  You think it’s the only answer? 
 
#2:  It’s obvious. They’ll write our names in . . . in . . . (searching for the word) 
 
#1:  (hopefully)  The sky? 
 
#1 and #2: (as one) Yes! 
 
 (They carry on their passion a final time.) 
 
#2:  I know a cliff . . . not far. 
 
#1:  A high one? 
 
#2:  . . . As high as our love. 
 
#1:  Oh, babe, yes, yes, yes . . . 
 
WAITER: (cautiously approaching)  Alrighty, folks? We do have some people waiting for tables. 
 

(#1 and #2 get up, start to leave) 
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WAITER: You’re leaving? 
 
#1:  Yes! Not that you care! Not that anyone cares! 
 
#2:  But you’ll be hearing about us. 
 
WAITER: I will? 
 
#1:  (as they leave)  You just wait.  
 
#1 and #2: (together to the whole restaurant) You fuckers! 
 
  
     Go to Next Vignette 
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“Dying to Talk” (#12) 
 
               CHARACTERS:                 

   #1, a FEMALE or MALE who is dying 
                                    #2, a MALE or FEMALE who gushes 
 
SETTING:     Another table or booth 
 
#2    (coming up to the table or booth)  Hey there! Long time, no see!  
 
#1    (standing) Hi! How are you? 
 
#2    Where have you been? I’ve missed you around here! 
 
#1    Oh, I’ve been very busy. 
 
#2    Do you mind if I join you? 
 
#1    Not at all. Sit down. I’m just having coffee myself. 
 
#2    (sitting) Well, I’m not! I’ve been on a diet for ten weeks and I’m fed up with it.  
        (checking the menu) I’m going to have . . . Tex-Mex Hearty Barbecue Delight.  
        “Eaters be warned. It’s huge!” Well, I’m warned. (Puts menu down.) 
 
#1    So what’s been happening with you? 
 
#2    I got engaged! 
 
#1    No! 
 
#2    I did. Nice girl/guy. My stepmother’s not too happy, but she’ll get over it.  
 
#1    Well, how wonderful! When’s the big day? 
 
#2    Oh, we’re living together already. Only now we’re calling ourselves “engaged.”  
        Remember how people never used to blink when you said you were “living in sin”?     
        Well, now they blink. They look at you kind of funny. Not real funny. But a little    
        funny. I guess I’m more conventional that I thought I was. . . .  So how’s about you? 
 
#1    Oh, actually it’s been pretty bad — 
 
#2    Hasn’t it, though! I got a new job too. Promoted.  
 
#1    Wonderful. 
 
#2    Yeah, manager of the Office Depot down the freeway a couple of miles. Hey, I may  
        stay there. I may not. You still working at that place? What was it? A . . . a — what  
        was that place? 
 
#1    It was a — 
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#2    But I may not move,  the way the job market is these days! Have you  noticed? I  
        mean I had somebody with a Master’s degree come in the other day looking for a  
        job! I said I’d let him know. But I don’t think so. What do you think? Should I hire  
        someone like that or not? 
 
#1    I suppose it depends on whether — 
 
       (Sound of tray being dropped.) 
 
#2   God, what’s that? This place can be so noisy sometimes. But you’re right about it  
       depending! But there was something about that guy I didn’t like, you know, a little  
       arrogant. You can tell when people think they’re better’n you, if you listen real  
       careful. . . . Hey, you’re sort of quiet today. 
 
#1    Oh, not much to say, I guess.  
 
#2    No news? 
 
#1    Well, I did have a little problem with my cat — 
 
#2    True, there are so many problems today! Do you think they had problems like we  
        do — I mean way back — like in the Middle Ages with the kings and the popes and  
        all those things? I think it must have been more fun then, don’t you think? 
 
#1    Perhaps. (sips coffee) 
 
#2    Did you say something about a cat? I’ve got a cat. Calico. What a nuisance. She’s so  
        fat she can’t lick her . . . you know, her underparts. I call her Miss Plug-a-Butt. But,  
        boy, if I try to clean her there, she throws a fit! So I just leave her be. She’s old, so I  
        guess I’ll just live with it. 
 
#1    Well, I guess I’d better be going . . . 
 
#2    So soon? It’s just great chatting with you. Some people around here don’t seem to  
        appreciate me. I mean, they look down when I come in. Like that large woman over  
        there. (Points.) Well, who needs her, right? She’s sort of a bore anyway. Where is  
        that waiter? 
 
#1    (standing) Nice talking to you.  
 
#2    Sure was! You be here next week? I’m starting to come back here more often. I moved not  
        so far away, with my “fiancé fiancée.” 
 
#1    . . . No, I don’t think so. This is probably my last visit here for . . . 
 
#2    I hope it isn’t me. I know I chatter on sometimes. People have mentioned it to me. But I’m  
        working on it. Where you going—moving? 
 
#1    . . . Yes, I’m moving. And, no, it’s not because of you. 
 
#2    Great! It’s always good to move. Gives you a new perspective. Where to? 
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#1    (not telling the true story) Well, I’ll be going to stay with . . . some friends. 
 
#2    Oh, you don’t want to do that! If you live with friends, you get into fights you didn’t even  
        know you could have. So don’t go live with friends. No, no. 
 
#1    Actually I don’t have too much choice. 
 
#2    Sure you do. Just don’t move! Where in hell is that waiter? (Sound of another tray falling or  
        some other loud noise) What is happening in this place?! It’s the fall of the Roman Empire! 
 
#1    Well, I’d better go . . . 
 
#2    Hey, didn’t you tell me you were having some tests done the last time we talked? 
 
#1    Oh, did I mention those? 
 
#2    Yeah. How’d they turn out? 
 
#1    (not true) . . . Pretty well.  
 
#2    Well, good. Come to think of it you were a little worried about your cat then, weren’t  you?  
        That you might have to get rid of it. 
 
#1    Yes, it has diabetes. Someone has to give it shots twice a day. 
 
#2    Oh, that’s a nuisance. 
 
#1    Yes . . . that’s what a lot of people seem to believe . . . 
 
#2    Yeah, it’s a real drag when pets get old and sick. I don’t suppose you can teach it to give  
         itself shots, can you?  
 
#1    Well, I didn’t try that, no. . . . I finally gave him away yesterday. 
 
#2    Really? I hope someone nice got it.  
 
#1    . . . I gave it to the animal shelter. Nobody seemed to want it, with its health problems, and  
        he is twelve. But he would meow over the phone when someone talked to him. Everybody  
        liked that. . . . He didn’t seem to mind me taking him yesterday, although he usually does, to  
        the vet’s — even fights. Yesterday he just sat there in the cage like he knew and wouldn’t  
        look back at me. Even when I said goodbye. Wouldn’t look at me. 
 
#2    Oh, somebody will adopt it. You watch! Maybe you can get him back later. 
 
#1    . . . I’m afraid they don’t take pets where I’m going. 
 
#2    I wish I’d known. Maybe I could’ve taken him. What’s his name? 
 
#1    Mousy Tongue. . . . It’s a little joke . . . it’s like Mao Zedong. Mousy Tongue.  
       (Smiles a bit) 
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#2    Oh, that’s clever. Real clever. 
 
#1    He might still be there if you wanted . . . 
 
#2    Someone will adopt him! They have a very good rate there. 
 
#1  . . . Yes. . . .Well, it’s been a treat! 
 
#2    Yeah, me too! Take care of yourself, you hear! 
 

(They shake hands or touch lightly.) 
 
#1    Oh, I will.  
 
#2    Maybe I’ll see you around. 
 
#1    Yes. . . maybe you will. (Smiles.)  (Waves goodbye, leaves.) 
 
#2    (looking around) Where is that fucking waiter? 
 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Exes / Part 1” (#13)  
 
              CHARACTERS:                 

   PATRICE, female,   
   PAULA, female,  
   MAGGIE, female,  
   WAITER, male 

 
SETTING:     The same. 
 

(They are eating as they talk. The words are cryptic, making the audience wonder exactly      
 who is what to whom.)  

 
PAULA       Brad called. 
 
PATRICE    Did he?  
 
PAULA       He says you rarely call. 
 
PATRICE    I call. He doesn’t seem to want to talk to me when I do. 
 
PAULA       He’s forgiven you. 
 
PATRICE    I don’t need forgiving. 
 
PAULA       Maybe you do! 
 
MAGGIE    (to PATRICE, trying to head off a fight)  Thanks again for the flowers, Patrice. (Lifts  
                    a bunch from the seat and smells them.)  
 
PATRICE    I know how much you like flowers. 
 
PAULA       Funny, I don’t remember that many flowers. 
 
PATRICE    Perhaps it’s been too long. 
 
PAULA       I don’t think there ever were any. 
 
MAGGIE    (to PAULA) There must have been some. 
 
PAULA       How would you know? 
 
MAGGIE    I’m sorry I brought the subject up.  (Puts the flowers away.) 
 
PATRICE    (meaning the get-together) Well, nevertheless, this has been a good idea, don’t you  
                     think? 
 
PAULA       What did you hope to accomplish exactly? 
 
PATRICE    I thought talking might help heal . . . 
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PAULA       For god’s sake, don’t say ‘old wounds.’ 
 
PATRICE    I don’t think of them as . . . wounds.  
 
PAULA       What would you prefer? 
 
PATRICE    Anything else. 
 
MAGGIE    (meaning the meeting)  Perhaps this was a mistake after all. I’m very uncomfortable. 
 
PAULA       Are you saying I drink too much? 
 
MAGGIE    What? 
 
PAULA       That my tongue has been loosened. (Shows a wine glass) 
 
PATRICE    You do seem to drink more than you used to, Paula. 
 
PAULA       Don’t flatter yourself that that has anything to do with you. It doesn’t! 
 
WAITER     (coming up) How you ladies doing? 
 
PATRICE    Fine.   
 

(The other two agree, half-heartedly.) 
 
WAITER     (feeling the tension)  Well, good.  (Leaves.) 
 
PATRICE    (changing the subject) Oh! I got a card from Lucien!  (Finds it, brings it out.) 
 
PAULA       (Not looking at the card)  Oh?  
 
PATRICE    (about the card)  For my birthday. 
 
PAULA       Which one was it? I forget. 
 
PATRICE    . . . It doesn’t matter. (Puts the card away.) 
 
PAULA       And how is Lucien?  
 
PATRICE    He has written you? 
 
PAULA       Not a word.  
 
PATRICE    On the card he said he was going to — 
 
PAULA        — Well, he remembers one of us at least. 
 
MAGGIE     I heard that Lucien and Brad are both doing very well.  
 
PAULA       (to PATRICE) We must’ve done something right. Right? 
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PATRICE    . . . We did lots of things right. 
 
PAULA       Oh, you think you only did one thing wrong? 
 
MAGGIE     She didn’t do anything wrong. 
 
PAULA       Why don’t you keep out of this, Maggie? 
 
MAGGIE     Because I’m in it, that’s why. 
 
PAULA       (archly)  Are you? 
 
MAGGIE     Every bit as much as you. 
 
PAULA       What — all of two years?  
 
PATRICE    I don’t think there was any wrong done here. 
 
PAULA       You don’t?! You still don’t?  
 
MAGGIE     No, she doesn’t. 
 
PAULA       I was talking to Patrice. 
 
PATRICE    I’m sorry if I hurt you. I thought maybe after all this time that — 
 
PAULA        — Oh, the pain is long gone. Can’t you tell? 
 
PATRICE    I really want that to be true. (Pause.) 
 
PAULA       I do have just one question, though. (not nicely)  Any regrets? Maybe at night all  
                    alone in your bed? Maybe bitter regrets about how stupid you were?  
 

(PATRICE doesn’t answer.)          
 

 
Shift to Next Vignette 
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"Exes / Part 2" (#13)             
 
            CHARACTERS:      

PATRICE,  
PAULA,  
MAGGIE  

 
SETTING:  The same. 
 
PAULA      (to MAGGIE) I really wonder about you sometimes. 
 
MAGGIE    Me? 
 
PAULA      You knew he was going to do it. (with no gestures as to whom is meant) 
 
MAGGIE    So? 
 
PAULA      You stayed around anyway.  
 
MAGGIE    You think that’s strange? 
 
PATRICE    I thought it was kind. 
 
MAGGIE     He used to bring me flowers, like these. (Holds up the flowers, smells them) 
 
PAULA        He was going the ‘other’ way by that time, wasn’t he? 
 
MAGGIE     He was. 
 
PAULA        . . . So here were you two dining intime — this fabulous-looking couple.  
                     Where . . . here? (Laughs) 
 
PATRICE     At Maggie’s. 
 
PAULA        Did you hold hands? Must’ve made quite a sight.  
 
MAGGIE     We did! You really have hang-ups, don’t you? Small horizons. 
 
PAULA        Oh, don’t give me that. It makes most people’s flesh creep. Face it. 
 
PATRICE     People don’t even notice. 
 
PAULA        So you’d like to think. When you’re not looking, believe me they look at you. 
 
PATRICE     They do not! 
 

(The three look around to see if anyone is looking at them.)       
 
 
    Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Exes”/ Part 3 (#13)   
 
              CHARACTERS:                
      PATRICE 
                               PAULA 
                                         MAGGIE 
 
SETTING:     The same 
 
PAULA       (drunker now) (to MAGGIE)  A very tall woman, wouldn’t you say?  
 
PATRICE    Perhaps we’d better go. 
 
MAGGIE    Maybe we’d better. (Picks up the flowers, starts to rise) 
 
PAULA       Oh, sit down, both of you! (Makes them sit down) 
 
PATRICE    Paula! 
 
PAULA       (mockingly) Paula! Love your voice. 
 
MAGGIE    I thought you had accepted it. 
 
PAULA       Why should I be the good guy? I hated it then. I hate it now. 
 
PATRICE    You had nothing to do with it. It was —  
 
PAULA       (furiously) Don’t worry, Patrick! I accept it! 
 
MAGGIE    Well, good . . . Then —  
 
PAULA        — I accept that this person sitting here (meaning PATRICE) is a man without a dick  
                     wearing women’s clothes. 
 
PATRICE    (to quiet her) Paula! 
 
PAULA       Patrice! . . . I thought you weren’t ashamed? 
 
PATRICE    I’m not, but we don’t have to . . . (looking over shoulder) 
 
PAULA       Don’t worry. I’m sure they all think we’re sisters. Well, we are, sort of! Or maybe  
                     they think we’re lesbians? Well, maybe we’re that too! (to PATRICE)  You’d still  
                     sleep with Maggie, wouldn’t you? In fact, have you . . . since the . . .  
                     (Waves hand at PATRICE.) 
 
PATRICE    It’s none of your business. 
 
PAULA       What the fuck do you mean? Of course it’s my business. You destroyed my  
                     marriage. You helped alienate my own children, not only from you but from me.  
                     They think there must have been something pretty weird about me if I married you. 
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MAGGIE    (quietly) A shame to have such conventional children. 
 
PAULA       (after a take)  And what a blessing to have dick-chopping Patrick here, parading  
                     around in his oh-so-tasteful ladies’ wear. And such a feminist too.  
 
PATRICE    Okay, I’m getting up. (Doesn’t.) 
 
PAULA       And not finish this? . . .You know what I think you really are?  
 
PATRICE    I don’t care. 
 
PAULA       A plain, old homosexual who can’t accept it. So you had to mutilate your body to  
                     make it conform to your self-hatred. 
 
PATRICE    Oh? I thought I was a lesbian. 
 
PAULA       (slurring) You’re both! . . . You’re a piece of work! Yeah, you’re a piece of  work  
                     . . . a piece of shit! 
 
MAGGIE    I’m going, Patrice. (Gets up) Thanks for the flowers, but I  . . . don’t think . . . 
        (Puts the flowers on the table, leaves.) 
 
PAULA       She’s a piece of shit too. 
 
PATRICE    Paula . . . (quietly, touching her arm) Paula . . . 
 
PAULA       (very drunk) (sadly) And you don’t even have sex, do you? And you never have,  
                    have you, with anybody? . . . What was it for? Huh? . . . Huh?  (Begins to cry.) 
 
PATRICE    (comfortingly)  . . . Paula . . . Paula, don’t . . . 
 
PAULA       (breaks down completely, sobs and sobs, and we understand the pain that she’s had  
                    to go through because of someone else’s decision.) 
 
 (PATRICE understands it too and continues to hold PAULA’S hand, patting it, silent.) 
  
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Blowing Smoke” ( #14)  
 
               CHARACTERS:       

   #1, MALE or FEMALE (Bianca/Benny) 
                                          #2, MALE or FEMALE 
                  WAITER, MALE or FEMALE 
                              OTHER restaurant employee, Male or Female 
 
SETTING:     The same. 
 
#1    (at the end of the meal) That was great. I love Pigs in a Blanket. And that applesauce.   
        (Smacks lips.) 
 
#2    I’m just sorry I couldn’t afford to take you to a nicer —  
 
#1    Not at all! Not at all! I appreciate it. I appreciate it! 
 
#2    We all like a special day now and then, don’t we, Bianca/Benny? 
 
#1    I’ll take you next time. And now for a real dessert!  (Starts to reach in a bag or coat for  
        something the audience can’t see.) 
 
#2    Now, Bianca/Benny, you don’t mean . . . ? 
 
#1    I don’t care. Who are they to tell me! 
 
#2    They’ll throw you out. 
 
#1    I’d like to see them try. 
 
#2    It’s totally illegal now. 
 
#1    Says them. Laws get changed by those who have the courage to stand up and fight. We’ve  
        been pushed around long enough! 
 
#2    Now, if you want my advice . . . 
 
#1    Nobody’s stopping me. Great social movements begin with one individual. And that’s me!  
        (Takes out a pack of cigarettes, lights up.) There! Free at last! Free at last! 
 
#2    I’ll keep an eye out for the waiter/waitress. 
 
#1    No need to do that. I’m a smoker and proud! (Blows some smoke.) I’m tired of being  
        treated like a second-class citizen. Made to stand outside in the rain, skulking about.  
        Some people even sneer at me and wave their hands — like this. (Shows a dismissive wave  
        at the smoke.)  Believe me, lepers had it better! 
 
#2    What if s/he comes, what then? 
 
#1    I’d like to see her/him try to drag me out! I’ll chain myself to this table.  
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#2    You wouldn’t! 
 
#1    Oh, wouldn’t I?!  Look at this. (Brings a chain or handcuffs out of the bag or coat) What do  
        you think? One peep out of them and I clamp these on myself  right now, right here. 
 
#2    Well, they could probably carry you and the whole table out. 
 
#1    Well, let ‘em come, that’s all I say! One small puff for me, one great, big puff for mankind.    
        (Blows smoke.)  
 
#2    You’re getting me really scared. That scowling man over there is looking this way. I think he  
         smells the smoke. 
 
#1    (a curse) Smoke him!  . . . So what else happened at the office party? 
 
#2    It got absolutely wild. 
 
#1    (disappointed) After I left? 
 
#2    I couldn’t tell you! Much too dirty. 
 
#1    Go ahead, tell me. 
 
#2    The only way to characterize it is to call it . . . what is the word I want? . . . obscene. 
 
#1    No! 
 
#2    I’ve never seen so many people into it at the same time. 
 
#1    Well, give some details. 
 
#2    (looking around) Okay, if you promise not to divulge this to anyone. 
 
#1    I promise. What? 
 
#2    (leaning over, cupping hand, whispering so that the audience can’t hear)  Bzzz. 
 
#1    (during the whispering) No! . . . Really? . . . Mr. Finchley?  
 
#2    Harvey Finchley. And I think I saw Babette Skaines near the copy machine doing  . . .  
        (Gestures vaguely.) 
 
#1    Oh, my god! 
 
#2    And that wasn’t the half of it. 
 
#1    What? 
 
#2    (cups hand, leans over, whispers)  Bzzz. 
 
#1    Oh, my god, you’re kidding! 
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#2    I swear I’m not.  
 
#1    Anything else? 
 
#2    How about this? (Whispers in her/his ear again.) 
 
W’TER  (approaching the table) Excuse me, is someone smoking over here? 
 
#1    . . . (hiding the cigarette) No. 
 
W’TER  What’s that smell then? 
 
#1     Your hickory-smoked pancakes? 
 
W’TER  Okay, let me see what you’re hiding. 
 
#1    No way. 
 
#2    Maybe you’d better . . . 
 
#1    No way. 
 
W’TER  Sir/Madame, are you going to show me that cigarette or not? 
 
#1    (showing it) All right, here it is! What are you going to do about it?  
 
W’ER  You’ll have to smoke that outside. 
 
#1    (defiantly) Outside, huh? You want me to go outside?  
 
W’TER    It’s the law. 
 
#1    I’ll show you what I think of the law. (Takes a big drag.)  
 
W’TER  Are you going to make me physically remove you? 
 
#1    One hand on me, pal/lady, and you’re dead meat! 
 
W’TER    Do you want me to call for help? 
 
#2    (to friend) Come on, Bianca/Benny, why don’t you put it out? 
 
#1    Out? I’ll show you out. (Takes out a second cigarette, lights up.) I’ll show you! (Puts  
        second cigarette in mouth.)  So what do you think of that, boss man/boss lady? 
 
W’TER  (taking a swipe at the cigarettes)  Put those out right now! 
 
#1    (standing, talking with two cigarettes in mouth) Okay, pancake-face, come on. Come on! I  
        dare you! 
 
W’TER  You think I won’t? I’m perfectly within my rights. 
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#1    Oppressor! Oppressor! 
 
W’TER  All right, I am going to call the police. 
 
#1    So that’s all the police have to do with their time, huh? Arrest innocent smokers! Well, you  
        just wait until we all rebel. Then we’ll see how many cops it’ll take to stop our movement! 
 
#2    Let’s go, let’s go! 
 
#1    I’m not budging! 
 
W’TER  (snapping fingers at the other staff) Over here! Right here! 
 

(Another staff member shows up with a slice of cake with a candle in it. The Waiter  
remembers and joins in to sing.) 

 
STAFF  Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday to you. Happy birthday, dear . .  
 
#2    (prompting the name when they’re not quite certain)  Bianca/Benny. 
 
STAFF  Dear Bianca/Dear Benny! Happy birthday to you!  
 

(All clap.) 
 
#1    How wonderful! 
 
#2    I thought you’d like it. 
 
W’TER    (to staff about the smoker)  Okay, now let’s get her/him out of here! 

    
(The staff grabs the smoker, with ad libs as necessary.) 

 
#1    Stop! No!  
 
W’TER    And don’t even think about a lawsuit. You gave up your rights when you lit up that  
                first cigarette! Let’s go!   
 

(The staff carries #1 out.) 
 
#1    Help! Somebody help me!  This won’t be the end of this, you can bet on that. Help!  
        Help! They’re going to make pancakes out of me!  
       

(They carry the smoker offstage, yelling.) 
 
#2    (following, helpless) Bianca/Benny? . . . Bianca/Benny? . . . 
 
  

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Day Job” (#15)  
 
         CHARACTERS:  

X, Male or Female, chillingly thorough     
                                    Y, Male or Female,       "           " 
              Z, Male or Female, dining off in the distance, with back to X  
                             and Y, does not react much to their conversation until end of the        
                                        scene)  
 
SETTING: The same. 
 

(The two are just having coffee. This vignette should be done very quietly,  
              realistically, chillingly) 
 
X:  Then what? 
 
Y:  She’s in the garage. The door goes up. (Makes small throat-cutting move) 
 
X:  (knowing the answer, just checking) Suppose she comes out the front door? 
 
Y:  She likes to keep warm. That’s how old people are. 
 
X:   Her son? 
 
Y:  Died in June. 
 
X:  Nobody else? A sister? 
 
Y:  They’re all dead. That’s why I check! 
 
X:  (pointing out the facts) And the for-sale sign — the neighbors think she just                               
             moved away, right?   
 
Y:  Not very friendly with her neighbors anyway. We hire a van and take away  
            the furniture. We sell it. 
 
X:  We call the office and say we don’t want to sell the house anymore. They come  
            and take down the sign.  
 
Y:  And done over the phone. If she has to sign anything, we sign it. 
 
X:        The agent asks any questions, she’s away on vacation. 
 
Y:        And we’re the grandkids, house-sitting. 
 
X:        When do we tell the neighbors we inherited the house?  
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Y:  After a few days. Nobody will think twice about it, if we’re “nice” enough. We 
move in some furniture to throw them off. We look sad a lot. Anybody asks, 
granny passed. 

 
X:  She hadn’t been feeling too well. 
 
X:        Such a pity. 
 
Y:  Right. 
 
X:  . . . We’re forgetting something. You’re sure the Social Security and pension       
            checks are still snail mailed? 
 
Y:  Yep. All the better to sign.  
 
X:  I have to give you credit.  
 
Y:        Didn’t major in art for nothing. (Shows artistic forgery hand) 
 
X:        I think we’ve got it down. 
 
Y:       Doesn’t hurt to go over it like this. 
 
Y:       Do the homework every single time. And not get sloppy, ever. We show up every  
           now and then. We move out if anybody gets too suspicious. 
 
X:       You’re getting sharper, with practice. 
 
Y:       Thank you. . . . Now what about that old guy that lives alone in the Sunset? 
 
X:       Coming along real nice . . . real nice . . . in a couple of weeks, I think. 
 
Y:       (finishes coffee) You ready to get to work . . . ? 
 
X:       (smiling) Sure. As good a time as any. 
 
 (They get up, throw a couple of dollars each onto the table, then leave.) 
 
Z:        (gets up, looks after departing X and Y, wondering if what has been overheard is  
             real, whether to act on it, what to do) 
 
     Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Lottery / Part 1” (#16) 
 
               CHARACTERS:                 

   RUSTY, a male or female, a roommate 
                                          LESLIE, a female or male, a roommate 
                                          WAITER, male or female 
 
               SETTING:     The same 
 
LESLIE    (holding a menu, sitting at the table, impatient, finally gets up and looks for someone,  
                 then sits down, more impatient) 
 
RUSTY    (approaching)  Sorry. Traffic. 
 
LESLIE    I’m getting hungry. 
 
RUSTY    Didn’t you order? I told you to go ahead. 
 
LESLIE    I was raised to wait.  
 
RUSTY    Really? Is that why you always —  
 
LESLIE    It was considered polite where I came from. 
 
RUSTY    We all ate separately, all the time, so —  
 
LESLIE    The waiter says not to have the pancake soup. 
 
RUSTY    (about buying the lottery tickets) I just made it in time. Thank god. 
 
LESLIE    (indifferently) Good for you. 
 
RUSTY    Don’t you want to see what I got? 
 
LESLIE    No. 
 
RUSTY    How about if I throw in one for you? 
 
LESLIE    I’ve told you only fools play the lottery. 
 
RUSTY    Here! It’s on me! (Puts it near.) 
 
LESLIE    I don’t want it, Rusty! (Tosses it back onto the table.) 
 
RUSTY    Don’t be so disagreeable. It’s a gift. (Tosses it back.) 
 
LESLIE    (irritated) You! You never learn. If you took all that money you spend on the  
                  goddamn lottery and put it away week after week at a reasonable interest,  
                  you’d be rich from that. 
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RUSTY    Yeah, in thirty years. What about now, while the dew is . . . on my grapes? 
 
LESLIE    So to speak. 
 
RUSTY    Well, you’re not going to spoil my fun. The lottery is the only hope of the poor. 
 
LESLIE    It’s the marijuana of the masses. 
 
RUSTY    I thought marijuana was the marijuana of the masses. 
 
WAITER    (coming up) I’m sorry we don’t serve marijuana.  
 
RUSTY    What do you recommend then? 
 
WAITER    Oops, forgot. (mocking) “Hi, I’m Spike/Mona and I’ll be your waiter tonight here at  

the gorgeous Chalet des Pancakes.” I can’t really recommend anything, but I can tell 
you not to have the pancake soup. Nothing was ever more certain in this universe. 

 
RUSTY    So I understand. 
 
LESLIE    . . . I’ll have the soup. 
 
WAITER  As you wish. 
 
RUSTY    I’ll have the spinach flapjacks. 
 
WAITER  Anything to drink? (Both shake their heads no) Very good. Our syrups are there.  

    (Points, leaves.) 
 
RUSTY    I bought five sets of Quick Pick. 
 
LESLIE    (ironic) Goody. How much is that? 
 
RUSTY    Only twenty-five. 
 
LESLIE    Twenty-five dollars?! 
 
RUSTY    It gives me something to do, Leslie! 
 
LESLIE    Go feed the hungry at St. Anthony’s! 
 
RUSTY    I don’t like the hungry. They scare me. 
 
LESLIE    . . . So what about replacing Stacy? Should we or shouldn’t we? 
 
RUSTY    I can’t afford it. We’ll have to get somebody. 
 
LESLIE    Can’t afford rent, but you can afford these? (Tosses the ticket back.) 
 
RUSTY    Okay, but if I win I won’t give you one penny. 
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LESLIE    You wouldn’t anyway. 
 
RUSTY    Yes, I would. Who cleans up your tea spots on the counter? 
 
LESLIE    I do. 
 
RUSTY    No, I do!  
 
LESLIE    I’m sorry, but you’re mistaken. 
 
RUSTY    Oh, cheer up! For god’s sake! Excuse me while I verify my numbers. (Looks at the  
                 lottery tickets.) 
 
LESLIE    People have forgotten how to talk. 
 
RUSTY    Here! Occupy yourself! (Tosses a ticket back to Leslie.) I wrote down the winning  
                 numbers before I left the store. 
 
LESLIE    (fingering the lottery ticket, not really interested) What are they? 
 
RUSTY    Just a minute. I’ve got them somewhere. (Finds them) Ah! Here! They are 1, 3, 19, 21,  
                 34, and 49. 
 
LESLIE    Do you have even one of those? 
 
RUSTY    Now, now, don’t be a pessimist — or a pissimist, as my grandmother used to say. Let’s  
                 see. (checking tickets) I have 34 — that’s one. It’s a good sign when your first number  
                 is on here. 
 
LESLIE    Good grief. 
 
RUSTY    And I have . . . 48 — that’s just one less than 49. 
 
LESLIE    Does it count? 
 
RUSTY    No! But I have . . . 19 — that’s two. I have two! 
 
LESLIE    If you win something I’ll choke. 
 
RUSTY    Promise? 
 
LESLIE    Hurry up. 
 
WAITER    Here’s some water for your pancake soup. You’ll need it. (Puts it down.) 
 
LESLIE    (after Waiter leaves) I don’t like him/her. 
 
RUSTY    I don’t think s/he’s crazy about you either. Oh, I’ve got a 3. 
 
LESLIE    Really? 
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RUSTY    Only it’s on the other line. 
 
LESLIE    So it doesn’t count. 
 
RUSTY    (checking numbers) That’s not good. . . . That’s not good. . . . That’s not good. 
 
LESLIE    “That’s not good. That’s not good.” 
 
RUSTY    Oh, look! I’ve got 1, 21, and 49 on this one! I won! I won! 
 
LESLIE    Great. How much? 
 
RUSTY    Five dollars. 
 
LESLIE    Well, we won’t need an extra roommate now, will we! 
 
RUSTY    Let me see what else I’ve got. (checking) No, no, no, yes, no. No. No. No. . . .  
                 But I won five dollars! And you didn’t! 
  
LESLIE    Spare me your gloating, okay?  
 
RUSTY    What did you get? 
 
LESLIE    The soup, remember? 
 
RUSTY    No, I mean on your Quick Pick. 
 
LESLIE    I have no idea. 
 
RUSTY    Check it. 
 
LESLIE    I didn’t bring my glasses. 
 
RUSTY    Let me check it for you. (Reaches for the ticket.) 
 
LESLIE    Oh, Christ. (keeping the ticket, trying to read the numbers)   
 
RUSTY    What do you have? Come on! 
 
LESLIE    All right! . . . Let’s see. . . . I think that’s a 1. 
 
RUSTY    You got one! 
 
LESLIE    And I believe that’s a 3. And that’s 19. 
 
RUSTY    Hey, you won five dollars. 
 
LESLIE    I’ll give it back to you since you paid for this. 
 
RUSTY    What else? 
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LESLIE    Ah . . . that is . . . (not sure) 20-something. Twenty-one, right? (Shows it to Rusty.) 
 
RUSTY    Twenty-one it is! That’s even more money! 
 
LESLIE    How much more? 
 
RUSTY    At least ninety dollars. 
 
LESLIE    (mockingly) Oh, thank you, Lord!  
 
RUSTY    Finish it, finish it! 
 
WAITER    Here we go! (placing them) One pancake soup! With crackers!  One flapjacks! 
 
RUSTY    What else? 
 
WAITER    Would you ladies/gentlemen like something else? 
 

(Leslie shakes head.) 
 
RUSTY    No, thanks. 
 
LESLIE    And I have a 34. 
 
RUSTY    Oh, my god! 
 
WAITER  And how is everything?  (Sees the lottery ticket.) 
 
RUSTY    S/He’s got five numbers! 
 
WAITER  Really? That’s at least a thousand dollars usually, isn’t it? 
 
LESLIE    I can’t make out this last number. I think it’s forty-something. 
 
WAITER  Can I help? I have very good eyes. 
 
LESLIE    (to Rusty) How much is this whole thing for anyway? 
 
RUSTY    It’s a big one. Twenty million — maybe more. 
 
LESLIE    Maybe we’d better not read this then. I think it could change a lot of —  
 
RUSTY    You got to look now. We’ve come this far! 
 
LESLIE    It’s just going to be a big letdown. 
 
WAITER  Do you mind if I watch? This is the most exciting thing that’s happened here since a  
                  homeless person stole a rack of  little jellies over there. 
 
LESLIE    If I hold it far away, I may be able to make it out. (Does so.) (Pauses.) (The other two  

are trying to read it too.) (to the two of them)  Do you mind?  (They pull back.)  It     
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looks like 49 to me. (Shows it to Rusty.) What do you say? 
 
RUSTY    (checking it) . . . It is 49. My god, Leslie, you’ve won twenty million dollars! 
 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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"Lottery / Part 2" (#16)   
 
               CHARACTERS:                 

   RUSTY, female or male 
                                          LESLIE, female or male 
                                          WAITER, male or female 
 
SETTING:     The same.  (The action continues.) 
 
LESLIE    (waving the lottery ticket) This is some joke. I know you, Rusty. 
 
RUSTY    No, it’s not.  
 
LESLIE    Yeah, I’ve won twenty million dollars?! 
 
WAITER  Would you like to buy something else? 
 
LESLIE    No, thank you. 
 
WAITER  Can I see it? (Reaches out.) 
 
LESLIE    No. 
 
WAITER  Sorry. 
 
LESLIE    Whoever is holding it is the winner, right? 
 
RUSTY    Yes. 
 
LESLIE    Then I’m not letting go of it for a second.  
 
WAITER  I didn’t mean to be rude about the pancake soup. 
 
LESLIE    I can live with it. 
 
WAITER  I don’t suppose you’re feeling generous? 
 
LESLIE    Why would I be? 
 
WAITER  Well . . . I’ll be toddling off then. If you need anything, I’m right over here. It’s been  
                  wonderful being your waiter. 
   
LESLIE    I might buy this place and have some input on the staff who works here. 
 
WAITER  (laughs) You’re quite a joker. Excuse me. (leaving) Don’t forget to take that ticket  
                  with you now! 
 
LESLIE    Christ. 
 
RUSTY    You don’t seem very excited. 
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LESLIE    Why in the world would s/he think I’d give her/him any of this money? I may not even  
                  pay the bill. 
 
RUSTY    People get funny around money.  . . . Now there’s doggerel for you. 
 
LESLIE    If you’re putting me on, Rusty, I’ll never speak to you again. 
 
RUSTY    Okay, call somebody. Double-check the numbers!  
 
LESLIE    Let me see that. (Grabs the list of the winning numbers, goes over them.) Yes, they  
                  seem to be right. . . . My god! 
 
RUSTY    . . . Of course I did buy it for you. 
 
LESLIE    So? You said it was a gift. 
 
RUSTY    Well, I didn’t exactly mean a gift. I meant it more like a . . . 
 
LESLIE    A non-gift? What are you saying? 
 
RUSTY    Come on, I could’ve kept it for myself. 
 
LESLIE    Only you didn’t. You threw it at me. 
 
RUSTY    And you didn’t want it. You clearly said you didn’t want it. (Points.) I bet that lady  
                 over there even heard you.  
 
LESLIE    Why don’t you and the waiter get together and take it from me and you can share it?! 
 
WAITER  (hurrying up) Did I hear my name mentioned? 
 
LESLIE    No. 
 
WAITER  Oh.  (Starts to leave.) 
 
RUSTY    Just a minute there. 
 
LESLIE    (to Rusty) You wouldn’t! 
 
RUSTY    (to Waiter) You heard her/him say s/he didn’t want that ticket, didn’t you? 
 
WAITER  I did? 
 
RUSTY    (gruffly) Don’t you remember!? 
 
WAITER  (catching on) Oh, yeah, now I do. S/He didn’t want that ticket, right. 
 
LESLIE    Sorry. Not a nice try. It belongs to me. (Puts ticket in top pocket.) 
 
RUSTY    But I bought it! It was my money. 
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LESLIE    I told you not to spend any. 
 
RUSTY    That’s what you have to say to me? You’re still lecturing after this? 
 
LESLIE    I can see the possibility of no roommates, never mind two, in my future. 
 
RUSTY    All right, how about at least a share? 
 
LESLIE    Share of what? 
 
RUSTY    The twenty million! 
 
WAITER  Yeah.  
 
LESLIE    Would you please butt out of this? 
 
RUSTY    No, stay. 
 
WAITER  Okay, I will. (Sits down.) 
 
LESLIE    Do you want to lose your job right now, never mind later? 
 
WAITER  Since I’m going to lose it anyway, what have I got to lose? 
 
LESLIE    Well, I’m leaving! (Starts to get up.) 
 
RUSTY    Stay where you are. 
 
 (Rusty and Waiter prevent Leslie from leaving.) 
 
LESLIE    I do not believe this. 
 
RUSTY    Believe it. . . . . I want my share. 
 
WAITER  So do I! 
 
LESLIE    Buy your own lottery tickets then . 
 
RUSTY    That is my lottery ticket. I just gave it to you — to look at. 
 
WAITER  Yeah, that’s what I heard. 
 
LESLIE    In a minute I’m going to call the police.  
 
RUSTY    If you do . . . I’ll — I’ll say you stole it from me. I have all these other ones. The man  
                 at the grocery store will remember me buying so many. I’ll say you grabbed that one  
                 once I found out it was a winner. 
 
LESLIE    Rusty, what has happened to your integrity?  
 
RUSTY    Isn’t it clear? I want the money! 
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WAITER  And I’ll back her/him up. You practically twisted her/his hand to get that ticket. 
 
LESLIE    I did not. 
 
RUSTY    Then how much do I get? Half? 
 
WAITER  And a cut for me. 
 
LESLIE    Rusty! . . . Now I’m really not going to give you anything. 
 
RUSTY    You were going to give me something? 
 
LESLIE    I was thinking about it. 
 
RUSTY    That’s not what you said. 
 
LESLIE    It’s what I was thinking, though. Kind of a test — about who my real friends are. 
 
RUSTY    But you don’t have any real friends, Leslie.  
 
LESLIE    (touching the ticket) I will now! 
 
WAITER  But those aren’t real friends. Those are people who’ll just want your money.  
 
RUSTY    That’s right. You’ve got to stick with people you know. And who like you! 
 
WAITER  Right. Like us. 
 
LESLIE    I know you? 
 
RUSTY    You know me! I clean up your tea stains! I must like you. 
 
LESLIE    I’m glad I brought my cell phone with me. (Starts fumbling with coat.)  It’s made for  
                  emergencies just like this. (Gets out the phone.) 
 
RUSTY    Put that phone down. 
 
LESLIE    I will not! (Starts to dial.) 
 
 (The Waiter and Rusty wrest it away from Leslie.) 
 
LESLIE    Help! 
 
 (The Waiter and Rusty both cover Leslie’s mouth.) 
 
RUSTY    If you scream again, there will be two witnesses against you — that you stole that  
                 lottery ticket. 
 
WAITER  I couldn’t have said it better. (to Leslie)  Okay? No noise? 
 
LESLIE    (Nods yes) 
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 (They uncover her/his mouth, but keep their hands close just in case.) 
 
RUSTY    All right, how are we going to settle this, the easy way or the hard way? 
 
LESLIE    I have no suggestions. 
 
RUSTY    What if you tear the ticket in half. Then we’d both have to be at the lottery office to  
                  collect. 
 
WAITER  Do they accept torn tickets? 
 
LESLIE    Probably not. 
 
RUSTY    They do too! . . . At least I think they do. 
 
LESLIE    You wouldn’t want to destroy it, would you? Destroy twenty million dollars? 
 
WAITER  Give it to me, for safekeeping. (Reaches for the ticket.) 
 
LESLIE    Stop that! (Slaps hand)  
 
RUSTY    Okay, I’ve got the solution! 
 
WAITER/ 
LESLIE    What? 
 
RUSTY    We all go to the lottery office . . . together — right now. 
 
LESLIE    It’s night. It’s closed. 
 
WAITER  S/He’s probably right. 
 
RUSTY    Damn! 
 
WAITER  Wait! I’ve got it! 
 
RUSTY    What? 
 
WAITER  We strangle her/him right here and take the ticket. 
 
LESLIE    Strangle me? 
 
WAITER  People have been killed for a lot less than twenty million. 
 
LESLIE    That’s a comfort. No, I’ve got an idea. 
 
WAITER/ 
RUSTY    What? 
 
LESLIE    I put the lottery ticket under one of these cups. (Grabs three cups.) I mess ’em all up  
                 and, Rusty, you pick. If you win, you win it all. If you lose, then I win it all. 
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WAITER  What about me? 
 
LESLIE    You’re with her. You two figure it out — if you win! 
 
RUSTY    (to Waiter)  What do you think? 
 
WAITER  I’m game. 
 
RUSTY    And we get to watch you put it under the cups? 
 
LESLIE    Absolutely. 
 
RUSTY    With no tricks? 
 
LESLIE    Just who has the quicker hand — or eye. Me or you. 
 
RUSTY    I don’t know. If I sue you, I could get at least half, probably. 
 
LESLIE    But you could have it all, right now. All! 
 
RUSTY    It’s risky. 
 
LESLIE    I thought you were the gambler, Rusty. Have you lost your nerve, now that the stakes  
                 are finally the big time? 
 
RUSTY    . . . All right, you’re on. (to Waiter) You’re a witness. 
 
WAITER  Done.  
 
 (They all shake hands.) 
 
 (Leslie takes out the lottery ticket, crumbles it up, and places it under one of the three  
             cups. Then s/he slowly begins to move the cups around.) 
 
LESLIE    Are you watching? 
 
RUSTY/ 
WAITER    I’m watching. 
 
WAITER  (to Rusty) How much am I going to get? 
 
RUSTY    Later! Later! Keep watching! 
 
 (Leslie mixes the cups a few more times, trying to distract or mislead them.) 
 
RUSTY    Come on, come on! 
  
 (Leslie mixes cups again.) 
 
LESLIE    There! (Makes one last little move.)  Okay, which one do you pick? 
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RUSTY    How about . . . (Goes for a cup.) 
 
WAITER  (thinking s/he’s wrong) Uh huh! 
 
RUSTY    No? 
 
WAITER  (pointing)  That one. 
 
RUSTY    You sure? 
 
LESLIE    You’d both had better be very sure. You only get one guess. 
 
RUSTY    Okay . . . I think it’s . . . it’s . . . that one! (Picks one.) 
 
LESLIE    Well then, let’s see who’s right. (Reaches for the picked cup.) 
 
WAITER  Let me! Let me! 
 
LESLIE/ 
RUSTY    All right. 
 
 (The Waiter reaches out to lift a cup. Just as he does —   
 

 
     Blackout 

 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Go to College!” (#17)  
 
               CHARACTERS:                 

   E, a LAWYER, Male or Female 
   F, a STUDENT, Male or Female, noticeably dumb but a fast talker,  
       any age 

 
SETTING:    The same 
 
F    I guess the question is — do you think you can really, really help me? 
 
E    Let’s feel it out. Okay? Let’s see what we can do. (Takes out notebook.) 
 
F    They’re serving Munch Me Marble cake today. It’s really good. (Points to his or hers.) 
 
E    Maybe we can just cut to the chase. (Has pen to take notes with.) 
 
F    Cut to the what? 
 
E    Tell me the facts so far. What did they do to you? 
 
F    Well, first she said that I didn’t know what irony is. 
 
E    Your professor, this was? (Writes a note.) 
 
F    Yeah, Dr. Franco. Right in class. So I said I do too.  
 
E    (prompting) And you said irony is . . . ? 
 
F    What people do to their clothes to get the wrinkles out, with this metal thing. (Mimes  
       ironing.)  But now we don’t need it much ‘cause we’ve got tumble dry. 
 
E    I see. And then what happened?  
 
F    Two people in the class laughed. And Dr. Franco didn’t even stop them. I was so humiliated.  
      Then she said I didn’t have the facts straight on my mid-term. But I did! It’s what she told us.  
      I know ‘cause I wrote it down. 
 
E    And what was that? Take your time now. 
 
F    That somebody wrote a santire [sic] or maybe it was a poem, with a line about “the splendor  
       in the grass,” which I said this Henry Wadsworth Wordsworth guy took from a movie  
       starring Warren Beatty and Natalie Wood. 
 
E    And she objected to this? 
 
F    She called it wrong. And took off points. 
 
E    Did it cause you to fail? 
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F    Two and half out of the five! But I got some credit for having some names down. She took off  
       a lot of points that way! 
 
E    And did you go see her about this? How this might be hurting your GPA? 
 
F    I told her she never had anything positive to say about my work. 
 
E    And how did Dr. Franco react?  
 
F    She said I had nice semi-colons. But I don’t care about my semi-colons. I need a “A,”   
      ‘cause I’m transferring to State in the fall and I need this course! 
 
E    (writing it down) Then what? 
 
F    She kept criticizing my vocabulary. 
 
E    Give me an example. 
 
F    (not knowing the word) An example? 
 
E    Which words didn’t you know? 
 
F    Oh, you mean like a thing that shows . . . ? 
 
E    Exactly. 
 
F    Well, she said I shouldn’t have called Macbeth “a kilt-toting Scott” — the way I’d written in  
       the quiz — because that was unintentionally humorous. But I’m not unintentionally  
       humorous. She said I meant “kilt-wearing,” not “kilt-toting.” But how does she know what     
       I meant!? She’s just trying to make me read it her way! 
 
E    Very interesting. Anything else? 
 
F    She’s very critical. But I’m slow, and I need support. How am I supposed to get through  
      college if I can’t even get support? 
 
E    You had her sign the forms about your disability, right? Legally that’s very important. 
 
F    I said I was entitled to special help ‘cause I’m mentally disabled, and I think she smiled. She  
      turned her head away from me, but I think she was actually smiling! 
 
E    (writing it down) . . . “teacher was smiling” . . . 
 
F    But the worst part was when I tried to get my grade changed, after she failed me. 
 
E    Because? 
 
F    I begged and begged and said she was ruining my chances to go to State. But she said I  
       needed to take the class again. But I don’t want to take it again. Why should I have to take  
       that stuff— and twice! I’m not gonna be a poet or somethin’ like that. I mean, I don’t even  
       like that stuff. I knew from the beginning that she never liked me. So I explained that I was   
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       sorry that I had offended her in my paper. 
 
E    You offended her in your paper? Now you didn’t mention this before. 
 
F    I didn’t mean to. It was about this book she made us read where these two guys are trying to  
      have an affair on a military base, and I referred to them as lesbians. And she said that wasn’t  
      the right term. But how was I to know they weren’t lesbians? 
 
E    And not gay men? 
 
F    I told her I have many gay and lesbian friends, but I don’t think of them as gay or lesbian,  
      only as my friends. 
 
 (Pause.) 
 
E    That was very good. And she said? 
 
F    She said I hadn’t offended her. But then she smiled again. I really don’t like all that smiling.  
       It makes me doubt myself! I was very uncomfortable. 
 
E    (writing) “Student was uncomfortable.” And there was something about the dean too, wasn’t  
       there? Now this part is extremely important. 
 
F    Yeah, after I went over Dr. Franco’s head and over the chairperson’s head up to the dean, he  
       called a meeting, and when I showed up all these deans were there — I mean, like five or six  
       — and they scared me — I mean, like there were so many of them — and so I couldn’t take  
       it. And I left. And that’s when I called you. My friend Jay, who got expelled last year,    
       recommended you. . . . So what do you think? 
 
E    Well, from what you’ve told me, it does seem that you might indeed have a very strong case  
       for a lawsuit here. It’s pretty obvious that there’s been blatant discrimination on the part of  
       the teacher, and your civil rights have in all likelihood also been violated by the deans. We’re  
       looking at a rather substantial settlement. (Finishes notes.) Yes, I think so. 
 
F    Really, really? 
 
E    Now it’ll take several years. 
 
F    . . . Can’t it be faster than that? 
 
E    The law grinds exceeding slow. But we should win. 
 
F    I know, and that’s great, but will I get into State this fall? After all, I want my education.  
      That’s the main thing! 
 
 

Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Dating Service / Part 1” (#18)  
 
                  CHARACTERS: P (PAT), Female or Male, any age 
                                              Q, Female or Male, any age 
 
                  SETTING: The same 
 
Q:  You followed through, though? 
 
P:  I don’t want to talk about it. 
 
Q:  Why not? 
 
P:  It’s too painful! 
 
Q:  Oh, come on. How much did it cost? 
 
P:  I’m not going to say! 
 
Q:  All right, be that way. Screw you. 
 

(Awkward pause) 
 
P:  . . . A thousand bucks. 
 
Q:  And  . . . ? 
 
P:   First you have this interview with this Jocelyn Barbary-- 
 
Q:  What a great name! Jocelyn Barbary! All the time she was evaluating you?  
 
P:  (Shrugs) I guess. 
 
Q:  The way you talk, the way you look? 
 
P:  Suddenly she said, “Okay, I think we can accept you into our program.” That was a  
     shock in itself.  
 
Q:  You didn’t know you might be turned down? I could’ve told you that. 
 
P:  Wouldn’t that have been awful?! What would I have said: “I couldn’t even get a  
       date with a dating service!’  
 
Q:         Sad. I mean you can see forty out there. And. god, when you hit forty-- 
     
P:  It hits you back. 
 
Q:  Right. So, anyway, did you lie on the application? 
 
P:   I put down my real age, my real job, and what I really wanted. 
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Q:  It seems to me people put down what they think they want, but that’s not what  
      they want. 
 
P:  You mean they don’t really know what they want? 
 
Q:  Underneath we may want something entirely different. Take: “I love long walks along the  
      beach.” Now how many times do people walk along the beach, and how important 
      is that to a relationship anyway?  
 
P:  I said I wanted someone who wasn’t depressed. 
 
Q:  Not like Sandy, right. (tongue in cheek) And “with a sense of humor”? 
 
P:  You don’t think a sense of humor is important? 
 
Q:  It depends on the kind.  
 
P:  Well, I didn’t ask for a sense of humor.  
 
Q:  I hope you took a few pounds off your weight. ["added a few pounds to," if skinny] 
 
P:  I could have lied about my age! I look a lot younger than I am. Everybody says so. 
 
Q:  (wiggles hand in a maybe-yes, maybe-no manner) 
 
P:  You!  
 
Q:  So have you met anybody yet? 
 
P:  Did I mention that Jocelyn took a Polaroid of me in her office? It made me look  
     like  . . . like a depressed camel.  
 
Q:  So did you finally get some calls or not? 
 
P:  Why are you so curious? 
 
Q:  I’m just trying to help you. For god’s sake! 
 
 (Awkward pause) 
 
P:  . . .This gal/guy named Alex called.   
 
Q:  So this Jocelyn did fnd you a match! 
 
P:  Is that so hard to believe? 
 
Q:  Well, did this Alex and you have that much in common? 
 
P:  S/He was into hiking. 
 
Q:  You don’t hike. 
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P:  I know.    
 
Q:  Did you agree to meet anyway? 
 
P:  Not physically.  
 
Q:  You mean it didn’t look like it was going to work out, to judge from your phone  
      conversation? 
 
P:  Something like that. . . .  But then what can you tell from one telephone conversation? 
 
Q:  A lot, I’d think.  
 
                              Go to Next Vignette 
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“Dating Service / Part 2” (#18)  
 
 
            CHARACTERS: P, Female or Male 
                                        Q, Female or Male 
                                        WAITER, Male or Female 
 
            SETTING : The same, but another day. They have switched places. 
 
Q:  So how’s that dating service? You didn’t sound too happy yesterday on the phone. 
 
P:  To tell the truth I haven’t been all that happy. Besides, what’s happy?  
 
Q:  They say it’s a journey, not a destination. 
 
P:  Easy for them to say! 
 
Q:  So . . . ? 
 
P:  I miss Sandy. I hate to say it, but I do.  
 
Q:  Have you talked to Sandy? 
 
P:  It’s over. I know that. After eight years. S/He took her/his toothpaste. 
 
Q:  Maybe you should call her/him. 
 
P:  And have another fight? 
 
Q:  It takes two to make a fight. 
 
P:  Not with Sandy! And it’s my fault too. I know that. I just can’t seem to stop nagging.  
     I know it doesn’t work, and yet I do it. 
 
Q:  It’s called the human condition.  
 
P:  At least you’ve got somebody. God, there was a whole week there when my phone  
     didn’t ring once. I mean, am I really that unpleasant to be around? Don’t answer! 
 
Q:  I wasn’t going to! Gosh, Pat, don’t be so defensive! (about the dating service)  
      So that’s it? 
 
P:  Well, actually, Jocelyn Barbary -- 
 
Q:  The one who runs the -- 
      
P:  (nodding) --called yesterday, with details on my second “introduction.” She apologized  
              for taking so long to get back to me, but she’s had just tons of calls.  
 
Q:  Lots of lonely people out there, it seems. 
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P:  If they could just connect. 
 
Q:  Well, there’s the Internet! There must be thousands and thousands out there -- 
             perfect matches. 
 
P:  But maybe there aren’t. 
 
Q:  You can’t tell me the traditional way of meeting has been better. You happen to work  
      with somebody or your cousin throws a Halloween party, and so these two people  
      happen to wind up as a couple. They probably could have done much better, all of  
      them. 
 
P:  You’re cynical. 
 
Q:  Not true. I’m an optimist! 
 
P:  Well, I’m trying to be. 
 
Q:  But no luck so far? (not that upset) That’s such a shame. You’re such a nice person,  
      really. 
 
P:  Well, I did have this call today, right before I came here -- 
      
Q:  (ignoring her/him, looking at menu) I don’t know. Everything looks . . .  
 
WAITER: (approaching) Sorry. Ready to order? 
 
P:  (to Q) Have the Alabama Slam Dunker, with cheese. 
 
Q:  Naw . . . let me think for a while. 
 
P:  (to Waiter) I’ll have one. 
 
WAITER: (writing it down) One Alabama Slam Dunker, with cheese.  
 
P:  (guiltily) Double cheese. 
 
WAITER: Double cheese. . . . (to Q)  Shall I come back? 
 
Q:  Suit yourself. 
 

(WAITER shrugs, leaves) 
 
P:  So I call and I get this gal/guy--with a really heavy accent. Jocelyn hadn’t mentioned  
     anything about an accent. 
 
Q:  What kind of accent? 
 
P:  (still reading menu) I was too polite to ask! 
 
Q:  I know what you mean! Do you think it’s going to come to anything? 
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P:  I’m not sure if we’re compatible or not. I think s/he’s a musician or something.  
 
Q:  That’s not bad, is it? 
 
P:  However, I’m not sure if that’s what it really was that s/he was saying. All I could 
     understand was something about “choral sax.”  
 
Q:  Choral sax? 
 
P:  I think that’s what s/he said. Only I couldn’t tell if this new “introduction” wants to  
             give it or get it! 
 
Q:  Maybe both?  
 
P:  Anyway, this choral sax sounds like-- 
 
Q and P (together): Music to my ears! 
 

(They laugh.) 
 
     Go to Next Vignette 
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“Dating Service / Part 3” (#18)
 
               CHARACTERS:                  

   P (PAT), female or male 
                                          Q, female or male 
 
               SETTING:     The same — a third meeting.  
 

(Pat is having pancakes. Q is having toast.) 
 
Q    Whatever happened to that date who wanted oral sex? 
 
P     Choral sax. Turned out to be a midget. 
 
Q    I think they say “little person” now. 
 
P     No, s/he was a midget. I’m sorry. Call me a fascist, but I still have my standards! 
 
Q    Didn’t work out? 
 
P     I guess I should have been warned when s/he asked me to meet at this smart new restaurant. 
 
Q    Which one? 
 
P     . . . The Fatted Maggot. 
 
Q    So you went? 
 
P    His/her lips were a little severe for me. But I’ll spare you the grotty details. Let’s just say s/he  
      was Kinky with a capital K. I hate to admit it, but I’m pretty tame that way. 
 
Q    (confirming) Really? How are those Double Whammy pancakes? 
 
P     . . . Comforting. 
 
Q    So no more dates for the lonelyheart? 
 
P    . . . Yeah, I had one more.  
 
Q    Yeah? 
 
P    . . . I don’t know if I should say. 
 
Q    Say! 
 
P    Well, if you must know it was . . . Jocelyn. 
 
Q    Jocelyn Barbary? 
 
P    She said she liked the way I didn’t get surly because the first two dates didn’t work out. 
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Q    Doesn’t that violate the rules or something? 
 
P    There’s no rule about dating the head of it. 
 
Q    I don’t know . . . it seems sort of . . . 
 
P    It was just a lark anyway!  [add if it’s a woman actor: “I can be bi if I want to!”] 
 
Q    Oh, Pat! 
 
P    Do you want to know what happened? 
 
Q    I guess. 
 
P    You promise you won’t tell anybody? 
 
Q    (unsure) Okay. . . . You didn’t have sex with Jocelyn Barbary, did you? 
 
P    I don’t think I can trust you. 
 
Q    You can trust me. I’m in this with you!  
 
P    (looking around for eavesdroppers) Well, I guess it was sort of humorous. Only it didn’t seem  
      humorous at the time. This was two weeks ago. Promise you won’t laugh? 
 
Q    All right. (Covers mouth.) 
 
P    Well, I go to have my “date” with  Jocelyn —  
      
Q    Is she attractive? 
 
P    Don’t be so superficial. 
 
Q    How come she doesn’t have a partner if she’s doing all these fabulous match-ups of other  
       people? 
 
P    Do you want to hear this or not? I’m not telling anybody else but you. 
 
Q    I’m all ears. 
 
P    Well, I go to her office — it’s downtown. Parking was a nightmare. A homeless person spat  
       something on me, and it wouldn’t rub out. I had to buy a new coat. 
 
Q    Hey! 
 
P    What?  
 
Q    It seems a little fishy with this Jocelyn and . . .  Did this cost you extra? 
 
P    It was only three hundred dollars more to have a special “introduction” to Jocelyn. Who, I  
      must say, was an absolute knockout. 
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Q    (impressed) Really. . . . (shaking head disapprovingly) So you sent a check? 
 
P    (defensively) Yes I did! 
 
Q    Of course. 
 
P    So at last I get up to the fifth floor, and I’m terribly late, and what I’m thinking is maybe it’s  
      all a big ruse and Jocelyn has called up Sandy and arranged a “date “ for me with my old    
      flame, like in an old story. 
 
Q    And you two get re-united! Did she? 
 
P    Well, when I got to the fifth floor, the office was closed. I kept waiting and waiting, pacing  
       back and forth. I combed my hair three times in the restroom. And I had to get a special key  
       in order to do that! . . . Finally I checked with the Super to see when Ms. Barbary would be  
       opening up that day.   
 
Q    And? 
 
P    I don’t want to say. 
 
Q    Pat! I’ve come this far with you. 
 
P    You can’t laugh. You’re my friend.  
 
Q    I already promised! 
 
P    The Super said Ms. Barbary had closed the office the day before. 
 
Q    The day before? 
 
P    All she took with her when she left was her purse. Left behind all her clients’ interviews and  
      records, the lists of what we wanted and didn’t want. . . . all that personal stuff.  
 
Q    You didn’t even get your stuff back? 
 
P    Eventually I did . . .  
 
Q    I’m waiting. 
 
P    Jocelyn had written on it. 
 
Q    What? 
 
P    . . . (hurt) “Client quite pathetic, really.” 
 
Q    Oh, Pat, no! 
 
P    It’s not funny. 
 
Q    I know. 
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P    It’s not! . . . (sadly) “Client quite pathetic, really.” 
 

(Q tries not to laugh, but does a little.) 
 
P    (half-laughing, half-trying not to cry)  Tell me I’m not ridiculous. . . . Please. Tell me I’m not  
       . . . Okay? 
 

 
Shift to Next Vignette 
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“The Art Napkin” (#19)  
 
          CHARACTERS:  
 

GENE or JEAN, HOMELESS CUSTOMER, Twitchy Male or  
                                                                          Female 

                                       WAITER, Male or Female 
                                       OTHER CUSTOMER, Female or Male 
 
         SETTING: The same. 
 
 (Lights up on Homeless Customer, who is drawing on a napkin — very       
             assiduously. S/He adds some final details, shading, etc.) 
 
 (The Other Customer is nearby but dining separately.)  
 
WAITER:  (coming up) Ready for your bill, Gene/Jean? 
 
HOMELESS:  Just about. (Works on the drawing, getting it just so) 
 
WAITER:  (to Other Customer) I’ll be right with you, sir/madame. 
 
OTHER:  No hurry. 
 
HOMELESS:  (referring to the drawing) I’ve got another one for you! It’s a good one. 
 
WAITER:   Let me see. (Makes an effort to look at the drawing)  Yes, that’s a very  
        good one. 
 
HOMELESS:  One of my best, if I do say so myself. See that shading. (Shows it) 
 
WAITER:  Very nice. 
 
HOMELESS:  You keep it with the others, all right? 
 
WAITER:  Will do.  
 
HOMELESS:  How many have you got stored for me by this time? 
 
WAITER:  Must be over a hundred by now. 
 
HOMELESS:  In the box, right? 
 
WAITER:  In the back. 
 
HOMELESS:  Great. I’m getting my own place soon. It’s almost certain. 
 
WAITER:  Well, that’s wonderful, Gene/Jean. 
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HOMELESS:  I know I’ve said that before, but this time it’s true. By New Year’s I’ll be    
                        out of that shelter. People steal there. 
 
WAITER:  And then you’ll pick up your box. 
 
HOMELESS:  That’s right. 
 
WAITER:  And we’ll all be rich!  
 
HOMELESS:  That’s right. I’ll be true to my word, just like I said. You’ll get half. I used    
                         to make a lot of  money from my work . . . before I . . . well, you know. 
 
WAITER:  (looking at the drawing again) I can see that. It’s very nice. Is it an angel? 
 
HOMELESS:   A cherubim. That’s one of the highest orders of angels, not the lowest, did    
                         you know that? 
 
WAITER:  You’ve got real talent, Gene/Jean.  
 
HOMELESS:  I didn’t used to use napkins. I used . . . But who knows? Maybe I’ve     
                        invented a whole new medium — the Art Napkin! 
 
WAITER:  You could be right. You never know.  
 
HOMELESS:  So how much is my check tonight? 
 
WAITER:  It’s . . . Hey, what d’you say I treat you? 
 
HOMELESS:  No, no! That’s not necessary. (Starts to pay) 
 
WAITER:  Save your money, Gene/Jean. You can pay me back when you’re rich and      
                   famous. 
 
HOMELESS:  Rich and famous again. I was once, you know. 
 
WAITER:  I bet you were. Art’s one of those areas I just never got into. (Picks up the     
                  check) Season’s greetings, Gene/Jean. It’s on me. 
 
HOMELESS:  Well, thank you. Thank you very much. (Getting up, putting on winter    
             coat) 
 
WAITER:  No problemo! 
 
HOMELESS:  See you next time. And that time I pay. 
 
WAITER:  So long, Gene/Jean! Have a good one! (Waves as Gene/Jean waves and then      

             leaves.) 
 
WAITER:  (going to Other Customer)  I’m sorry. What would you like? 
 
OTHER:  (about Gene/Jean)  Does s/he come here often? 
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WAITER:  Every now and then. 
 
OTHER:  Was all that true? 
 
WAITER:  Maybe. Strange guy/woman. Been down on his/her luck for some time now.    
                  Has no place to store anything. Just one of those supermarket carts. Even had a      
                  little dog the last time I saw it. But s/he doesn’t mention the dog anymore. So I     
                  don’t bring it up, either. I figure it . . . 
 
OTHER:  Can I see the drawing? 
 
WAITER:  This? . . . Sure. (Hands it over) 
 
OTHER:  (after looking at it) It’s quite good. 
 
WAITER:  Is it? 
 
OTHER:  I might buy it. 
 
WAITER:  Seriously? 
 
OTHER:  How much is it? 
 
WAITER:  I don’t know. S/he and I never actually set a price for any of them. (Looks   
                   back toward Gene/Jean) 
 
OTHER:  How about fifty dollars? 
 
WAITER:  For this? 
 
OTHER:  You’ll give the money to Gene/Jean? Minus your commission? 
 
WAITER:  Comissh — oh, Jeez.  
 
OTHER:  What? 
 
WAITER:  I never thought anything like this would happen.  
 
OTHER:  What if I make it a hundred?  (Gives the money) 
 
WAITER:  But I don’t know where s/he lives. 
 
OTHER:  S/he’ll be back in a few days, won’t s/he? You can give it to him/her then. 
 
WAITER:  Gene/Jean’s very erratic. Sometimes a month goes by before I . . . And I’m      
                  leaving here. In fact, this is my last night. . . . I’ll tell you what. Why don’t you    
                  keep the money and give me your phone number, and I’ll leave word here for       
                  Gene/Jean that you want to give him/her a hundred dollars. S/He’ll be so  
                  pleased. (looking after him/her) . . . I’m pretty sure s/he doesn’t get much 
                  attention anymore. 
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OTHER:  I’m not just doing it to be charitable. 
 
WAITER:  You’re not? 
 
OTHER:  No, I think this drawing is very good.  
 
WAITER:  On a napkin? 
 
OTHER:  Maybe that’s its appeal. 
 
WAITER:  No! 
 
OTHER:  Could I see the other ones? 
 
WAITER:  The other ones? 
 
OTHER:  The ones you save for Gene/Jean, in the box in the back. (Points) 
 
WAITER:  Oh, those. . . . I just tell Gene/Jean that, to keep him/her happy. We’d never     
                   have room back there. Oh, no, there’s no box back there. 
 
OTHER:  Where are the drawings then? 
 
WAITER:  I throw them out . . . 
 
OTHER:  All of them? 
 
WAITER:  Well, we’re very busy and . . . and there’s really no room . . . and . . . 
                   (S/He winces at what s/he’s done.)  Oh, god. 
 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Epiphany” (#20)  
 
 

CHARACTERS:  
 

   D, Male or Female 
                  E, Male or Female 
                              WAITER, Female or Male 
 
            SETTING: The same. 
 
D:  (dining alone, about to have a spoonful of soup) 
 
E:  (appearing, hands folded piously)  I have come. 
 
D:  Beg pardon? 
 
E:  I have come to you. 
 
D:  You have? For what? 
 
E:  I am an angel. 
 
D:  You are? I don’t see any —  
 
E:  Wings? You’re right. You don’t. 
 
D:  Don’t tell me you’re trying to earn them? 
 
E:  You can’t earn wings. That’s a myth. You either have them or you don’t. 
 
D:  So you’re not an angel . . . ? 
 
E:  Oh, I’m an angel. You just can’t see my wings. 
 
D:   And why not? 
 
E:  Because you are not — how shall I put this? — worthy. 
 
D:  Not worthy? 
 
E:  Yet. 
 
D:  And how do I get worthy? 
 
E:  Haven’t you figured it out? 
 
D:  . . . Apparently not.  
 
E:  Do you want to feel them? 
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D:  Your wings? I thought you didn’t have any. 
 
E:  I didn’t say that. 
 
D:  Yes, you did. 
 
E:  No, I said you couldn’t see them. Am I right? 
 
D:  I suppose so. 
 
E:  But I’ll let you feel them. Here!  (Hunkers down or leans over, presenting shoulders) 
 
D:  (nervous, looking around) Hey, can other people see you? 
 
E:  (looking around) Only special people. And you’d better hurry, because I must be gone  
      soon.  (Offers wings again) 
 
D:  (tentatively puts hand out) What are they going to feel like? 
 
E:  . . . It’s different for every person. 
 
D:  Ah, this is silly! (Puts hand down without touching) 
 
E:  How many times do you imagine an angel appears to somebody in the House of  
     Pancakes? 
 
D:   . . . Not that often? 
 
E:  So feel. 
 
 (D touches the “wings,” then tries feeling around.) 
 
D:  I don’t feel anything. 
 
E:  Oh, no! 
 
D:  What? 
 
E:  It’s worse than I thought. 
 
D:  What is? 
 
E:  Your spiritual state. Most people at least feel something. Some feel huge ones! 
 
D:  What does that mean then? 
 
E:  It means that you are . . . evil. 
 
D:  Me? I’m not evil. 
 
E:  You don’t feel my wings, do you? (Offers them) 
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D:  (feeling them) . . . No. Does your shoulder count? 
 
E:  Afraid not. (stroking the missing wings) I feel them. And they are so lovely. It’s . . . 
      indescribable. (feels some more) (about D’s inability)  It’s too bad, really. 
 
D:  Okay, how do I get to feel them? 
 
E:  I must be going now.  (Starts to leave)  You are too skeptical. 
 
D:  Wait! Your wings! 
 
E:  Do you see them? 
 
D:  No! I want to! 
 
E:  There’s just one way for you to get to — in the short time left between us. 
 
D:  What is that? 
 
E:  . . . I am not allowed to tell you.  
 
D:  Why not? 
 
E:  It has to come from you. From in here. (Touches heart) 
 
D:  (touching own chest) My lungs? 
 
E:  (a little exasperated) The heart. 
 
D:  But it’s not a holiday. 
 
E:  Is that the only time you have a heart? 
 
D:  . . . Oh, I see. 
 
E:  Very good. 
 
D:  I have to do . . . good? 
 
E:  Something like that. 
 
D:  But you can’t tell me exactly what. 
 
E:  Because of . . . (Points meaningfully at Heaven) 
 
D:  Oh! I see. 
 
E:  (nods) His wonders never cease. . . . Well, goodbye. I have other visits to make.  
      (Leaving) 
 
D:  Wait! 
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E:  (returning) Yes? 
 
D:  How about if I gave you some money? 
 
E:  (disdainfully) Filthy lucre?  
 
D:  Yeah. I’ve got some change. (Starts to get it, then gets out wallet instead) Wait, I’ve  
       got bills! 
 
E:  Is that the only way you can think of to do good? 
 
D:  You mean, mere money? 
 
E:  Sort of pathetic, isn’t it? 
 
D:  What else can I do? 
 
E:  You could build a hospital. You could donate your heart to a child who is dying. 
 
D:  But I have to be to work in fifteen minutes. 
 
E:  (sadly, wisely) So has it been always. So always will it be.  (Starts to leave) 
 
D:  Please! It’s all I’ve got! (Throws the money on the table, forces it into E’s hands) Take  
      it! Take all of it! (Finds a last bill somewhere and hands it over) 
 
E:  (looking at the money, but not happily)  I guess this will have to do. 
 
D:  Now can I feel your wings? Or see them? 
 
E:  You still don’t see them? 
 
D:  No! Nothing. 
 
E:  How about feeling?  (Offers the wings) 
 
D:  (trying to feel them) I can’t feel them. I can’t! 
 
E:  Oh, dear. (starts to go) The sad condition of your soul. (Shakes head)  . . . But wait. 
 
D:  Yes? 
 
E:  I’ve had this happen before. 
 
D:  And? 
 
E:  After I left, the person had an epiphany. 
 
D:  What’s that? 
 
E:  A revelation into their very soul. 
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D:  And then they can . . . ? 
 
E:  See and feel my wings. As if I were still here. 
 
D:  Oh, my god! 
 
E:  So we’ll leave it at that, shall we?  (Tucking the money into pockets)  I really must go  
      now. My time with you is up. 
 
D:  Oh, thank you. Thank you so much! 
 
E:  My pleasure. Goodbye now. And may (gestures upward) bless you and keep you.    

(nearly offstage) Expect your epiphany any time now! (Exits) 
 
WAITER: (hurrying over) Oh, I’m terribly sorry. I’ve just been swamped! How is        
      everything? The cream of cranberry soup good?  
 
D:  (Looking after the angel) Just wonderful. 
 
WAITER: Do you want something else? 
 
D:  (happy) No, nothing. Nothing. 
 
WAITER: Would you like your check?   
 
D:  Yes, please. 
 
WAITER: (putting it on table) Thank you very much! 
 
D:  Here! Let me take care of that right now.  
 
WAITER: Fine.  
 
D:  (looks through wallet, pockets, realizing s/he has no money left) 
 
WAITER: Something wrong? 
 
D:  (half-smiling, half-embarrassed, shaking head slowly, realizing s/he’s been taken,  
       looks after the departed “angel.”)   No. . . . I’m just having . . . an epiphany. 
 
 
    Shift to Next Vignette 
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“Miracle at Lourdes” (#21)  
 

CHARACTERS:  
 
       L, a Male or Female 
                                        M, a Female or Male 
 

SETTING: Two stools, a table with chairs, or a booth. 
 
 
 (L has just opened a labeled container of pills and is pouring some into an empty  
   pill dispenser, somewhat anxious not to be seen) 
 
L:  (to the pills) Well, hi there. Nice to see you again. (Sees M coming and hurriedly  
      finishes and hides the labeled container.) 
 
M:  (returning from the restroom)  Sorry to take so long.  Had to wait. 
 
L:  Not a problem. 
 
M:  Want to share a sundae? Come on. 
 
L:  No thanks. 
 
M:  (looking at menu) You sure? They’ve got Kick-Ass Chocolate Chip ice cream and  
        Old-Fashioned Mother’s Fudge topping. 
 
L:  Pass. 
 
M:  I can’t eat a whole one by myself. 
 
L:  You’ll have to do it without me. Haven’t you noticed? You haven’t said anything.  
 
M:  What? 
 
L:  How much weight I’ve lost. 
 
M:  You have? 
 
L:  See! (Displays body) 
 
M:  Oh, yeah. I don’t really notice things like that. 
 
L:  Hey, I’m desperate for a compliment, okay? 
 
M:  (after a pause) . . . You look great. 
 
L:  Thank you. I earned that. 
 
M:  How much you lost? 
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L:  About fifteen pounds. 
 
M:  What? Did you do start exercising? 
 
L:  I hate exercising. It’s like having sex with yourself. You get all breathless and sweaty, but      
             you’re just running in place. 
 
M:  (after a thought) That can be okay sometimes. “To each his own.” 
 
L:  (beat, about the other’s sex life) Yeah, I guess so. 
 
M:  (a statement)  So you’re dieting, then. 
 
L:  That doesn’t work. You just gain it back — more! 
 
M:  So what is it then? 
 
L:  (Takes out the re-filled pill container, shows it) The latest in magic! 
 
M:  What is it? 
 
L:  (with a flourish) A mild anti-depressant plus an appetite suppressant.  
 
M:  Sounds impressive. 
 
L:  You don’t want as much. You’re not trying to distract yourself. You’re not thinking, Oh,   
             poor me, I can’t have that. You can look right at somebody who’s eating Kick-Ass    
             Chocolate and Old Fashioned Mother’s Fudge and you could care less. 
 
M:  Won’t you eventually starve? 
 
L:  You have some appetite left! Hey, that reminds me. I need to take one. (looking  for a  
              pill) 
 
M:  Sounds like a lot of bother. 
 
L:  (finds pills) Yeah, several pills a day. I do forget sometimes. That’s why I bought this pill  
              dispenser! (Produces it) Labeled for each day of the week. Voila! Now I never forget —  
              almost. (Removes a pill from the dispenser, shows it) 
 
M:  You’ve got it down. 
 
L:   I never took anything but aspirin in my whole life before. So I had to learn. And now I’m   
              gorgeous! (Displays again) 
 
M:  Come to think of it, you were getting sort of porky there. 
 
L:  (not pleased) Thanks.  
 
M:  Well, I’m just saying. 
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L:  Why is it people always feel free to tell you how bad they thought you looked before you  
             started losing weight or having plastic surgery or some other —  
 
M:  They’re just trying to be nice. 
 
L:  Nice? It’s like saying, “Yeah, you were a mess, but I didn’t have the heart to tell you.” 
 
M:  Don’t be so sensitive! 
 
L:  If they thought that before, maybe they’re still thinking you don’t really look that hot  
             now, even with the new change. Only you won’t find that out until the next time you try  
             to change something else. 
 
M:  You think too much. 
 
L:  You can’t think too much. The unexamined life isn’t worth living. 
 
M:  Yes, it is. 
 
L:  (after thought) You’re probably right. 
 
M:  I stopped examining life (thinking when it was) . . . oh, nine years ago. I’ve never  
       been happier. 
 
L:  So you going to have that sundae? 
 
M:  I’ve got a little spumoni in the refrigerator. Maybe I’ll dip into that. Save some money. 
 
L:  You hedonists might as well gobble everything you can. So what if you die in debt? 
 
M:  You want to know the real reason?  
 
L:  I’m afraid to. 
 
M:  I want to be as gorgeous as you are! 
 
L:  (beat) Here, let me get that check.  
 
M:  No! (Tries to get the check) 
 
L:  It’s mine! Mine! (Gets it away from M) 
 
M:  Well, thank you. 
 
L:  My pleasure. You know what you can do? Before your inevitable cigarette. 
 
M:  What? 
 
L:  Pay the cashier. I’ve got something important to do. (Gestures toward a restroom  
      offstage) 
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M:  Sure. 
 
L:  Here’s my share. (Gives it) 
 
 (M gets up with the money, heads toward cashier) 
 
L:  (calling) In fact, why don’t I meet you outside? 
 
M:  Will do.   
 
L:  lying) Let me get straightened away here with this dispenser. Be right there. 
 
M:  Now that I see all of you, you’re downright thin, compared to what you used to be. 
 
L:  (waving M away) Go work on your compliments. I’ll be right out. 
 
 (M exits) 
 
M:  (taking out the pill container and the pill dispenser, to them) Thanks for covering a host    
              of explanations. (Kisses container) (Shakes it, to hear the rattle of the pills like dice)  
              C’mon, baby! Keep on beatin’ those little fuckers lurking there in my CD4’s. C’mon!  
              C’mon! Keep my lucky streak goin’! (Hits body because can’t hit the virus)      
 
  (Gathers things, exits) 
 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Beware of Nuns Throwing Buns” (#22)  
 

CHARACTERS:  
 

Sister S, a Liberal Nun, in traditional garb, played by  
                               a Female or a Male 
                                       Sister T, a Conservative Nun in traditional garb, played by       
                                                   a Female or a Male 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 

S:  No, I’ve afraid you’re quite wrong, Sister. 
 
T:  How can I be wrong when I have the Word of God on my side? 
 
S:  Perhaps there is some question about whose side He’s actually on! 
 
T:  Sister, you are spoiling this meal. 
 
S:  It is not I that am spoiling it. I knew I should have come alone! 
 
T:  It was to keep you company. 
 
S:  You mustn’t continue to think that nuns are allowed to travel only in pairs! 
 
T:  Thanks to people like you the Church is already backsliding on dogma! 
 
S:  There is no progress without change! 
 
T:  I’m afraid, Sister, that, despite what you think, not all change is progress! 
 
S:  Can we get along?  
 
T:  Don’t quote at me. Besides, Rodney King is hardly a role model! 
 
S:  All right, let me be quite rational about this. I am perfectly calm. (She isn’t)  I am  
     merely saying that perhaps the Church has made certain dogmas just a bit too rigid. 
 
T:  No you are trying to change a fundamental principle of our faith!  
 
S:  Am not. 
 
T:  Are too. But no way in hell are you —   
 
S: (shocked) Sister! 
 
T:  Excuse my Latin, Sister. But (very deliberately) no way in hell is the doctrine of    
      consubstantiation in the same league with transubstantiation. And it never will be! 
 
S:  Oh, no? I agree that, yes, the Host — upon the priest’s blessing at Mass — retains the  
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     accidents of what it once was, namely bread, as it indeed becomes the body and blood,     
     soul and divinity of Jesus Christ. But why, oh why, can’t there be a little room for at  
     least a consideration of the other solution (i.e., consubstantiation) when that allows  
     for a rational explanation of why the body and blood, soul and divinity of  Jesus Christ  
     still looks like a piece of bread! 
 
T:  How can I put this? — because it’s trans, not con! Can’t you understand?! 
 
S:  Trans doesn’t always rule out con, as you’d know if you’d taught Latin as long as I  
      have. 
 
T:  I’m afraid there’s no getting around the fact that it’s trans! 
 
S:  Con! 
 
T:  Trans! 
 
S:  How about trans and con! 
 
T:  I have to sit hear and listen to garbage. Sister, this is downright heresy. Think back.  
     Think back to the Thirty Years War, when our people died for the right to express this  
     belief. And we won! We won! And we’re not going to back down now! 
 
S:  Well, I’m not backing down either. I think maybe there’s a new movement afoot. 
 
T:  (shocked) Sister! 
 
S:  I’ll have you know that Consubstantiation isn’t the only dogma I’ve been questioning,  
 
T:  I don’t want to hear this. 
 
S:  Well, you’re going to. 
 
T:  I’m leaving. (Starts to get up) 
 
S:  (grabbing her, pushing her back to her seat) Sit down, Sister! 
 
T:  This is outrageous. 
 
S:  Has it never crossed your mind that possibly, just possibly, the Protestants were on to  
     something about another matter as well? 
 
T:  You’ll go too far one of these days, Sister. 
 
S:  That maybe sprinkling water on a baby’s forehead isn’t . . . exactly . . . baptism! 
 
T:  You’re not saying . . . 
 
S:  Just asking, Sister. What if God isn’t really satisfied with just a few . . . itsy-bitsy drops  
      . . . like these!  (Sticks fingers in water glass and sprinkles some on Sister T’s face.) 
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T:  Stop that! You’re out of your mind! 
 
S:  Just a demonstration, Sister. Of how inadequate that must feel to Almighty God. 
 
T:  This issue was settled a long time ago, and it’s no good digging it up all over again.  
      There are enough problems in the Church today. 
 
S:  If I were God —  
 
T:  (shocked) Sister! 
 
S:  I’m not saying I am. But if I were God, do you think I’d be satisfied that a soul was  
     saved because somebody sprinkled just a bit of water on someone’s forehead? When —      
     When —  
 
T:  Don’t say it! 
 
S:  When that person could have had his or her entire body immersed in water — the way  
      a real God would like it!?  
 
T:  Oh, my God! 
 
S:  Now that would be a baptism! That would be a way to save a soul from eternal flames  
     and guarantee admission to Heaven! . . . What do you say, Sister? Wouldn’t that be  
     more satisfying if you were God?! 
 
T:  I can’t breathe. You’ve absolutely gone past it now! 
 
S:  Breathe, Sister. We’re making history here. 
 
T:  No, you’re bringing down the Church to their level. It’s the mysteries of our faith that  
      nourish me! (Crosses herself) 
 
S:  Well, I’m here to tell you that things are changing. (slangy) Important stuff is comin’  
      up! 
 
T:  Not if I have my way, Sister.  
 
S:  And just what way is that, may I ask? Huh? . . . Huh? 
 
T:  I’ll . . . I’ll . . .  (stumped) I’ll think of something.   
 
S:  Ha! 
 
T:  What if I think of this? (Takes a bread stick and throws it at Sister S) 
 
S:  Hey! That hurt! 
 
T:  And that’s not all. (Grabs some other food and throws it at the other nun)  
     God’s Word will not be mocked! 
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S:  Stop that! It’s undignified.  (Then throws something back at Sister T) 
 
T:  You want to get into it, eh?  (Throws something else back) 
 
S:  That’s the way you want it? Okay. How about this? (Throws salt from the salt shaker  
      at Sister T)  How you like that, Sister? 
 
 (They proceed to have an all-out food fight, throwing rolls, pepper, condiments,  
              leftovers, even water at each other, using the place they’ve been sitting as a  
              shield, hiding behind it, launching “grenades” of food and whatever else is  
              around at each other, until they are exhausted. It can turn into a SLOW MOTION  
              pursuit.) 
 
T:  (finally, sitting on the floor) Stop! . . . Stop!  
 
S:          Do you give up?   
 

 (A final head bang from Sister S to Sister T.) 
 
T:  . . . Sister, you’ve made me incontinent! 
  
 
   

Go to Next Vignette 
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“Fortune Cookies” (#23)  
 

CHARACTERS: 
   WAITER, Female or Male 

                  #1, Male or Female 
                  #2, Male or Female 
                              #3, Female or Male 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 
 (at the end of a meal) 
 
#1:  Well, that was good! Did you like yours? 
 
#2:  It was excellent. More people should know about this place. 
 
#3:  Hey, let’s keep it our little secret. You know how restaurants get once the word  
       gets out. 
 
#1:  S/He’s right. Let’s keep it to ourselves. And the prices — you can’t beat ‘em! 
 
#2 and #3: (together)  Terrific. / Just incredible. 
 
WAITER: (approaching) So are you folks all finished? 
 
#2:  (about the remnants, grandly) Take ‘em away! 
 
WAITER: Nothing else? Can’t tempt you now?  
 
#3:  We’re absolutely stuffed!  
 
WAITER: (Points ironically to empty dishes) Well, I guess you didn’t like it!  
 
#1:  (jokingly)  Hated it! 
 
WAITER: Now, honestly, folks, how was everything? 
 
#2:  Why do waitpersons always say that? “How is everything?” Well, I can’t really say  
        how everything is. But the Cincinnati Chow Mein was great! 
 
#3:  And so was the Tofu on a Stick. 
 
WAITER: (laughing but a bit annoyed) Sorry, I keep forgetting. I didn’t really mean it as         
                   an existential question. 
 
#1:  Wow! Existential! What a vocabulary, for a waitperson! 
 
WAITER: I try. Actually “waiter” is gender-neutral, if you think about it. So that’ll be it? 
 
OTHERS:  (agreeing, getting out money, etc.) 
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#3:  (joshing) Can’t make us have another bite! 
 
WAITER: Have you folks tried our newest— our Non-Dessert Dessert? 
 
#1:  Can’t say that I have. 
 
WAITER: Brand new. In fact, you’ll be our first customers to try it. Just arrived today. 
 
#2:  What is it? 
 
WAITER: A new kind of fortune cookie. And they’re free! 
 
#3:  Oh, I don’t think so. I don’t really care for . . . 
 
OTHERS:  Yeah, me neither. / No. 
 
WAITER:  They say they’re very different. A whole new concept. Put out by a company  
                          calling itself — what is it now? — The Real and True Fortune Company. 
 
#1:  I guess we’ll pass. 
 
WAITER: Suit yourselves. . . . It’s a limited time offer, though. 
 
 (The others think about it.) 
 
#2:  Well, maybe just one. 
 
 (The others go along.) 
 
WAITER: How about that! I just happen to have some over here. (Gets them from           
                  nearby, perhaps from a jar.)  One for each? 
 
#3:  Sounds good. 
 
WAITER: (Pulling out fortune cookies) Just because it’s our first day, and just because               
                   it’s you, let me give you some extras. You can take home the one you like the         
                   most. 
 
#1:  Why, thank you! 
 
WAITER: (finishing distributing them) Enjoy now. And do come again. (Puts down the             
                   check, leaves) 
 
#3:  Okay, who’s first? 
 
#2:  You go. 
 
#3:  Me? 
 
#1:  Go ahead. 
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#3:  Alrighty. Here goes nothin’. (Cracks open a fortune cookie)  Mine says: “The  
        highlight of your entire life will be as a bit player in three Nerds movies.”   
 

(The others chuckle.) 
 
#3:  Three Nerds movies? . . . I’ve been in one so far. . . . But I’m up for that second lead  
        in the new _________ [name current star] movie. 
 
#1:  Here, let me try. (Opens fortune cookie)  “In your life you will make far less money   
        than you wanted to.” 
 

(Pause) 
 
#2:  What are these? (Holds up a fortune cookie, jokingly) Pretty scary. 
 
#1:  Open yours. 
 
#2:  Do you think I should? 
 
#3:  Open it. 
 
#2:  Okay. (Opens a fortune cookie)  “You are carrying a gene that will cripple you when  
        you are fifty-four.”  (Throws it down on the table) Criminey! I don’t like these! 
 
#1:  Oh, it’s just a  . . . coincidence. You know these things are never accurate. 
 
#3:  Of course. 
 
#2:  Open another one then. 
 
#3:  All right. I’m not afraid. (Opens another fortune cookie)  “You will die of cancer on  
             _________________”   [actor provides exact date, such as Tuesday, May 5th, 2024]  
             My god, that’s my _____________ birthday! 
 
#1:  What’s going on here? Did that waiter put . . . ?  (Looks after waiter) 
 
#2:  (to #1) Does he know you? 
 
#1:  I never saw him before. This is preposterous. Here, let me. (Grabs fortune cookie,  
       opens it) “Your son, Charles, will commit suicide before you die.” God!  (Throws the  
             fortune down) (upset) What is going on here!? 
 
#3:  You have a son, don’t you? 
 
#2:  (answering for #1)  . . . Yes. Named Charles. 
 
#1:  Charlie! We call him Charlie! I don’t know what this is, but I don’t accept it. No way!  
 
 (Pause) 
 
#2:  How about opening one more? 
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#1:  I think we’ve done enough for one lunch. 
 
 (Pause. All three look at the one fortune cookie remaining.) 
 
#1:  All right, who wants to open it? 
 
 (No response.) 
 
#1:  Okay, I will. Just to prove what nonsense this whole thing is. Somebody got some  
       facts about us somehow and put ‘em into these goddamn cookies. A pretty piss-poor  
       idea, if you ask me. And I’m gonna tell ‘em so on the way out. You watch me. 
 
 (Pause) 
 
#3:  We’re waiting. 
 
#1:  All right, all right. (Opens the fortune cookie, clears throat)  “You hope and think  
             they will, but nobody will really care when you die, including the two people you are  
             dining with.” 
 
 (Pause) 
 
#2:  Well. 
 
#3:  (after a beat, finds one) Oh, look, here’s another one over here. (picks it up) Who  
        wants it? Absolutely the last one. 
 
#1:  (grabbing it) Let’s put an end to this crap! (Opens the fortune cookie) “The last one to  
              open a fortune cookie will be killed from behind by a small plane while wearing a  
              headset.” What the hell! . . . Who wants it? 
 
#2 / #3:  Not me! 
 
#1:  I don’t believe a word of any of it. It’s just like horoscopes—total nonsense. If you ask  
             me, it’s all just too silly for words. 
 
#2  (serious) Yeah. 
 
#3:  Silly. . . . Completely silly. 
 

(The lights dim as they look at each other, at the slips of paper and wonder if      
they’ve just been handed the truth.) 

 
#1:  (throwing it back on the table) Fuck this! I barely even read it. Someone else read it  
              and see if I read it right? (Offers, but no takers) What’s the matter, you afraid? 
       
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Linoleum” (#24)  
 

CHARACTERS:  
 

  K, a Male or Female, either very dumb or very self-    
       congratulatory                                              
  J, Female or Male,       “         “      “            “           “ 

 
SETTING: The same.       

 
 (Eating) 

 
K:  It’s been a good year for us, don’t you think? 
 
J:  Our best. 
 
K:  What was the best part? 
 
J:  . . . Everything. 
 
K:  Most people are ungrateful most of the time. 
 
J:  All they do is bitch. 
 
K:  Not us. 
 
J:  How is that Peanutbrittle French Toast? 
 
K:  Terrific. Want a bite? 
 
J:  Nope, I’ll stick with these. 
 
K:  Good? 
 
J:  Great. . . . You know what I think the highlight for me was? 
 
K:  What? 
 
J:  When we got that new linoleum. 
 
K:  Yeah, that was a very good idea. 
 
J:  Who thought of that? 
 
K:  I think we both did. 
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J:  The way it fits the room. 
 
K:  The way it lies flat in that southeast corner now. 
 
J:  Couldn’t be better. . . . I like the color too. Brown. 
 
K:  Doesn’t show dirt. 
 
J:  And never will. 
 
K:  We got a discount too.  
 
J:  Ten percent. Or was it fifteen? 
 
K:  We sure know how to buy linoleum. 
 
J:  And I’d never really bought linoleum before, either. 
 
K:  Just a natural talent, I guess. 
 
J:  Both of us. 
 
K:  I haven’t even noticed those indentations you usually get from the . . . the . . . 
 
J:  Coasters? 
 
K:  Is that what they’re called when they’re on the floor? Anyway, our linoleum’s 

still totally flat. 
 
J:  Without those coasters, we’d get those little depressions in the linoleum. And they  
     catch dirt. 
 
K:  When you have to move, they’re real hard to smooth out. But we don’t have           
            those. 
 
J:  It’s planning ahead that did it. 
 
K:  Think we should get linoleum for the back porch? 
 
J:  Maybe the same brown? 
 
K:  Why not?  
 
J:  Or blue-and-white squares might be nice. 
 
K:  Blue-and-white’s always good.  
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J:  Maybe it should be all one color? 
 
K:  That could be pretty. 
 
J:  Hey, I just had a thought. 
 
K:  What? 
 
J:  What if we got a . . . a buttercup throw rug? 
 
K:  Buttercup? 
 
J:  To offset the linoleum. 
 
K:  Let me think about that. 
 
J:  You don’t think so? 
 
K:  I’m not sure about the buttercup part.  
 
L:  You could pick the color. 
 
K:  I could. I have a pretty good sense of what goes with what. 
 
J:  Who put that checkered shelf paper in the spare room closet? 
 
K:  (smiling) Me, wasn’t it? 
 
J:  I helped. 
 
K:  You certainly did. It was you who came up with the thumbtacks. You’re good  
            with thumbtacks.       
 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Give Me Your Food” (#25)   
 

CHARACTERS:   
    DINER, Male or Female,    
    #2, Male or Female 

                   #3, Male or Female   
                                           #4, Female or Male,   
                                           #5, Female or Male 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 

(These entrances can be spread out over the evening or done all in one scene.) 
 
DINER:  (dining alone, takes a bite or two) 
 

(The Others enter from the audience and from other locations.) 
 
#2:  (coming up to DINER, stopping, saying nothing) 
 
DINER:  (looks up at #2) 
 
#2:  I’m hungry. Give me your pancakes. 
 
DINER:  . . . No. (#2 leaves) 
 
#3:  (coming up, stopping) . . . Give me your pancakes. 
 
DINER:  No. (#3 leaves) 
 
#4:  (coming up, stopping) Give me your pancakes. 
 
DINER:  No.  (#4 leaves) 
 
#5:  (coming up, stopping)  
 
DINER:  You want my pancakes? 
 
#5:  I want your pancakes. 
 
DINER:  . . . No.  (#5 leaves)  
 

(DINER stops chewing, sighs, puts down fork, crosses arms, doesn’t feel hungry now.) 
 
DINER: Shit!  
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Suck My Thumb” (#26)   
 
 CHARACTERS:        
       A —  MALE or FEMALE, any age 
       B — MALE or FEMALE, any age 
       WAITER, same 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 

(Two normal-looking people are sitting in a booth or at a table, both sucking their     
              thumbs. The mood should be effortless bizarreness.) 
 
A:  (checking the menu) I’ve checked this twice. They don’t have cactus. 
 
B.  (checking own menu) Have something else then. . . . The top of my head is sweating. 
 
A.  I might have something with meat in it. 
 
B.  How soon? 
 
A.  Sometimes I like to use a knife — just the point of it — to stab the meat in order to  
      pick it up. You know. (Shows how to eat with just the point of a knife) 
 
B.  Makes life feel dangerous.  (Also demonstrates how to eat with just a knife — near  
      mouth)  
 
A.  (looking at menu) Do fish kiss? 
 
B.  It’s arbitrary. 
 
A.  (about the food) . . . So what do you think? 
 
B.  Do you suppose Monstro the Whale ever ate curried prawns? 
 
A.  But the question is . . .   (No more is said.) 
 
B.  You ready? 
 
A.  Not quite. 
 

(They look up, then switch thumbs, placing them in each other’s mouth to suck  
  on.) (after a beat) 

 
WAITER: (coming up)  So . . . what I can get for you folks? 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Rude” (#27)   
 

CHARACTERS:    
  WAITER, male or female 

                 CUSTOMER #1, white male 
                             CUSTOMER #2, female or male 
                 CUSTOMER #3, male or female 
                 CUSTOMER #4, male or female 
                 CUSTOMER #5, male or female 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 
CUSTOMER #1:  (reading menu) 
 
WAITER:  (appearing after a bit) (rudely)  What the fuck do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #1:  What? 
 
WAITER:  I said, what do you want?  
 
CUSTOMER #1:  Nothing, thank you. I’m sorry you’re having such a bad day. 
 
 (CUSTOMER #1 leaves.) 
 
CUSTOMER #2:  (enters and takes the same place as #1, reads menu) 
 
WAITER:  (after a bit) (rudely) What the fuck do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #2:  What? 
 
WAITER:  I said, what do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #2:  How dare you speak to me like this! It’s because I’m black, isn’t it!?  

 (Gets up) Well, you’ll be hearing from me again. I’m gonna sue your      
                                       butt off. You can’t treat me like this! 
 
 (CUSTOMER #2 leaves.) 
 
CUSTOMER #3:  (enters, takes same seat, reads menu) 
 
WAITER:  (after a bit) (rudely)  What the fuck do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #3:  What? 
 
WAITER:  I said, what do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #3: You’re only speaking to me like that because I’m a woman! (Gets up) 
                             This isn’t the last of this by any means! I haven’t fought for my rights 
     for all these years to have this happen to me or to any woman! 
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 (CUSTOMER #3 leaves.) 
 
CUSTOMER #4: (enters, takes same seat, reads menu) 
 
WAITER: (after a bit) (rudely)  What do you want? 
 
CUSTOMER #4: It’s because I’m Asian, isn’t it!?  (Gets up)  Be prepared for a lawsuit! 
 
 (CUSTOMER #4 leaves.) 
 
CUSTOMER #5: (enters hobbling, sits in same place, reads menu) 
 
WAITER: (appearing after a bit) 
 
CUSTOMER #5: (before the waiter can say anything) It’s because I’m otherwise abled,          
                              isn’t it!? . . . You’ve been warned! Just you wait! Just you wait, pal! 
 
 (CUSTOMER #5 exits.) 
 
WAITER: What’s with them? Oh, Christ! I’m rude to everybody. 
 
 
     Go to Next Vignette 
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“Get a Room” (#28)  
 

CHARACTERS:  
 A, a Male or Female 

                                        B, a Female or Male 
                WAITER, male or female 
 

SETTING: The same. 
 
A: (alone in booth or chair) (opens the menu, peruses it for a number of seconds)   
     (Then A starts to build toward an orgasm, unassisted by a hand or anyone else, building and  
      building for a good, long time, perhaps grabbing a napkin or some silverware. Big     
      crescendo! Followed by a look of mild disappointment and a little frustrated snap of  
      the fingers, a sigh, and then a quiet return to perusing the menu.) 
 

(A good, long pause) 
 
B: (in separate chair or booth, not close to A, peruses the menu. Does not hear or see the  
      other diner. Then also has a climax, reaching a height bigger than A’s. Followed by a  
      mildly disappointed look, a sigh, and a little frustrated snap of the fingers, and return  
      to the menu.) 
 
WAITER: (approaching B) So how are you tonight? And Merry Christmas! (calling to A)  
                  Be right with you, sir/madame! 
 
   
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“Family Secret” (#29)  
 

CHARACTERS:  
   MOM,  

                             ADULT KID #1  
                             ADULT KID #2 
                             WAITER 

 
SETTING: The same 

 
(Just settling in) 

 
MOM:  I asked you both here so that we could be on neutral ground, to discuss something                   
 that’s been bothering me. 
 
KID #1: Well, if that’s what you want, Mom — it’s just a little strange to come to a place 
    like this, isn’t it? 
 
KID #2: (looking at menu) Did you see the food on this menu? What kind of people eat             
               here anyway? 
 
MOM: I didn’t want to meet at my house because of the . . . 
 
KID #1: The memories with Dad, of course. We understand. 
 
KID #2: (meaning #1 and #2) We could have met at one of our houses. Come on now,  
              Mom, this place is tacky! I can’t eat here! 
 
MOM: Your father and I started out poor. A little taste of real life might not be such a  
             bad thing for you two, actually. 
 
KID #2: Oh, why do parents always say such things! Nobody needs any more lowlife in  
               their lives than they can’t escape anyway! It’s not like I’m “low-life deprived” in   
   this world. I mean, just look around. Give me a break. 
 
KID #1: Yeah, Mom, this was a very poor idea. I say let’s leave. 
 
MOM: We’re not leaving. I came here to say something. Something important. 
 
KID #2: Well, Dad never would’ve brought us here, that’s for sure. He had some taste. 
 
MOM: You father was a remarkable man in many ways. You’re absolutely right. 
 
KID #1: (impatiently) Then why here, in this dump? 
 
WAITER: (approaching) Can I help you folks? 
 
MOM: Give us your best — whatever that is today. 
 
WAITER: The pancakes with stuffed cabbage isn’t so bad. 
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MOM: We’ll have three of those. 
  
KID #2: (together) Mom, I —  
 
KID #1: (together) Now this is really too—  
 
MOM: (to WAITER) We’ll have three. And surprise us with the drinks. 
 
WAITER: Very good, ma’am.  (Leaves) 
 
KID #2: (snottily) So what’s this big news that’s so very, very important? 
 
KID #1: Yeah. (looking around) Is it about Dad’s money? Your money, I mean. You’re         
               not going to leave it to us? 
 
KID #2: After we waited all this time? 
 
MOM: There’s something I’ve been wanting to get off my chest for a long time. I’ve decided you  
            ought to know. 
 
KID #2: (jokingly) Don’t tell us you’re not our mother or something! 
 
KID #1: God, what is this!? A soap opera? Will Mrs. Willoughby find her lost children? 
  Tune in tomorrow! 
 
MOM: It concerns your father. . . . And me. 
 
KID #1: (after a pause) Well?! 
 
MOM: I’m not sure that you’re fully aware how your father died. 
 
KID #2: He had a heart attack. 
 
KID #1: At the back of the ministry. 
 
MOM: Well, not exactly. 
 
KID #2: What does that mean? He was getting ready to give his Sunday sermon when the 
              Lord took him. 
 
KID #1: Dad was working right up until . . . 
 
KID #2: A saint till the end. 
 
WAITER: (with drinks) Who’s the Monkey Splash? Today’s special drink. 
 
KID #1: I guess I am. 
 
KID #2: Aren’t we all getting the same thing? 
 
WAITER: That was supposed to be a little joke . . . there. 
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KID #2: (rolling eyes) Oh . . . yeah . . . 
 
WAITER: I’ll be back with your cabbage pancakes in no time. (Leaves) 
 
MOM: All right. Here’s what I have to say —  
 
KID #1: (toasting) Here’s to Dad!  
 

(All three clink glasses.) 
 
MOM:  . . . Are we ready? . . . I meant to work up to it, but maybe it’s best just to say  
  it out. 
 
KID #1: This better be good, Mom! That’s all I can say. 
 
KID # 2: You really should work on your speaking skills, Mom. 
 
MOM: (after a pause) Your father did not die at the back of the ministry. He died in our     
             extra “bedroom.” I just said it was in the church. 
 
KID #1: Well, it’s practically next door. 
 
KID #2: Yeah, what’s the big deal? 
 
MOM: Your father was taken in the midst of . . . one of his sessions. 
 
KID #2: Sessions? 
 
MOM: One of our sessions. This time he was the receiver. 
 
KID #1: Receiver? (jokey) What were you two doing, playing football?! 
 
MOM: How shall I say this? Your father was “into” spanking.  
 

(Pause) 
 
KID #2: Meaning? 
 
MOM: He liked to spank and to be spanked.  
 
KID #1: (not sure) Spanked?  
 
KID # 2: You mean like . . . spanked? 
 
MOM: It went on throughout most of our time together. It started with your father pre- 
            ferring to be the spanker. This was when he was a young minister. Later on,   
            he grew fond of being the “spankee.” I was actually glad since your father got so  portly  
            there in those final years, and it was a strain for him to lift his arm. 
 

(The others are dumbfounded.) 
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WAITER: (approaching) Your cabbage is taking a little longer than expected. It should  
                   be right along. 
 

(No response at first.) 
 
MOM: . . . That’ll be fine. 
 

(WAITER leaves.) 
 
KID #1: (sotte voce) Mom!  What’s going on? What are we doing here?! 
 
MOM: I’ve carried this around for too long. I think you two should share it with me. 
 
KID #2: That the Reverend Angus Willoughby — our father —  
 
MOM:  — Who art in heaven —  
 
KID #2:  — Was a . . . I don’t even know what to call it! 
 
KID #1: (seriously) A person of spanking? 
 
MOM:  The niceties don’t matter now. I could have just let it all die with your father, but  
             I decided . . . I decided I wouldn’t. And so there it is. If the whole truth be told,  
             your father expired when I was whipping him in the vestibule of the little chapel    
             in the basement, just before he was to speak to the congregation. 
 

(Pause) 
 
MOM: He always rather preferred to preach with a very red bottom. Said it gave him  
 . . . inspiration . . . about hellfire and damnation. In later years he liked wearing my  
             undies. 
 
KID #2: You’re making this up. 
 
MOM: Why would I make it up? 
 
KID #2: I don’t know. To get back at us somehow. 
 
MOM: Why would I want to get back at two such lovely children as you? 
 
KID #1: (to KID #2) True. 
 
MOM: And I’m not saying it to demean your father. I happen to believe that lots of  
            marriages survive in ways that may not always be obvious to the naked eye.       
            One does what one has to do to make it last. With the divorce rate the way it is. 
 
KID #2: A red bottom? 
 
MOM: You know how he always liked his meat — pink, almost raw? Well, the same  
             went for the bedroom. 
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KID #1: But, Mom, how did you stand it? 
 
MOM: I survived. 
 
KID #2: Poor Mom. 
 
MOM: In fact I sometimes even liked it — especially being the spanker. The other I  
             could do without. 
 
KID #2: You liked it? 
 
MOM: It helped my upper-body strength. And you recall how I was getting osteo- 
            perosis? Well, look at me now — as straight as a rod. And I owe it all to . . . 
 
KID #2: (deflated) . . . spanking Daddy in your undies. 
 
MOM: I got quite good there at the end. My name, in these circumstances, was Mistress 
            Satan. 
 
KID #1: Mistress Satan! . . . Mom! 
 
MOM: You can’t imagine how much better I’m feeling already. You know, getting it  
 off my —  
 
WAITER: — Hi there, again! I bet you thought I’d forgotten you. A little quarrel back in           
                 the kitchen.  (Puts plates down) There we go! . . . Would you three like anything else?  
                 Some customers have thought the meat was a little tough. Maybe some tenderizer? 
 
KID #2: (loudly) No1 No! No tenderizer!  
 
WAITER: Well, pardon me. I didn’t mean to force it on you. 
 
KID #2: Force what on me? 
 
MOM: (to WAITER) Thank you. That will do for now. 
 
WAITER: Fine. Just cough if you want me.   (Leaves) 
 

(Pause) 
 
MOM:  So where were we? 
 
KID #1: I think we’ve said enough. 
 
KID #2: No truer words were ever spoken. 
 
MOM: There are a few more things I’d like to say.  
 
KID #1: (quietly) Mom, really now —  
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MOM: I was whipping your father with the garden hose from the backyard when he  
            went. 
             
KID #2: When he went? 
 
MOM: This time I may have smacked him beyond his limits. I used the nozzle. And I guess it  
            bothers me. 
 
KID #1: Are you saying you whipped Dad to death? 
 
MOM: Well, we had this agreed-upon sign, when I was doing it too hard. Your father  
            was supposed to lift the pinkie on his left hand, and I would know to let up. Only  
            I didn’t see any pinkie rise. So I just kept flailing away. And then suddenly he  
            was gone. I must say it’s been preying on my mind, and I guess I just want to get  
            my children’s approval for . . . for . . . a proclivity. I’m sure your father doesn’t  
            hold it against me. He was always saying, “Harder! Harder, Mistress Satan!” But  
            somehow I just don’t feel right about the way it ended . . . 
 
BOTH KIDS: Mom! 
 
WAITER: (approaching) So, folks, how you doing? Anything else I can get you? How 
                  about some Worcestershire sauce? Horse-radish? 
 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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“What for Brains?” (#30) 
 

CHARACTERS:  
 TEACHER #1 

                                        TEACHER #2 
                TEACHER #3 
                DAVEY, a dummy 
 

SETTING: The same 
 

(DAVEY, a motionless, child-sized ventriloquist’s dummy, is sitting on a chair or in a    
 booth facing the audience, the others around him) 

 
#1:  Pardon me, but what is that smell!? 
 
#2:  You’re right. It’s awful! 
 
#3:  It seems to be coming from right around here. 
 
#1:  What could it be? 
 
#2:  It couldn’t be from . . . (Looks toward DAVEY) 
 
#3:  Davey?  
 
#1:  Never! 
 
#2:  (smelling the dummy) I’m afraid it is coming from Davey. 
 

(They all sniff.) 
 
#1:  Well, I suppose it’s possible. 
 
#3:  Though I’m not fully convinced yet. It could be coming from those people over there.  
       (Points) 
 
#2:  I think it’s Davey. But more importantly, why is it coming from Davey? 
 
#1:  Perhaps we should ask him? 
 
#3:  And make him self-conscious? 
 
#2:  Don’t you think he can hear us talking about him? 
 
 (They all look at the dummy, which doesn’t move) 
 
#2:  Well, maybe not. . . . But what is the cause of that terrible odor?! 
 
#1:  I think it’s because Davey lacks self-worth. 
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#3:  You’re probably right. He’s always been told he’s a dummy. 
 
#1:  So he doesn’t even try! 
 
#3:  If there were just some way we could build up his self-worth. 
 
#2:  Davey, you are very, very smart. 
 
#1:  You just don’t apply yourself. 
 
#3:  And don’t work up to your potential. 
 
#1:  But anyone can see that you are very, very bright indeed! 
 
 (#2 and #3 concur, gushingly. DAVEY does not move) 
 
#3:  His lack of performance might have another cause as well. 
 
#2:  And what is that? 
 
#3:  The way he’s been treated. And the poverty. 
 
#1:  So true. 
 
#2:  A disgrace. 
 
#3:  A tragedy. 
 
#1:  But we’ll make up for all those deprivations. All those bad, bad things. 
 
#2:  Most certainly. 
 
#3:  We’ve already done remedial training — plus grants, government funding.  
 
#1:  All wonderful, each in its own way. 
 
#3:  But not enough! 
 
#2: Clearly. 
 
 (They all look at DAVEY again) 
 
#1:  What is it that’s missing? 
 
#2:  I’ve heard he doesn’t listen in the classroom. 
 
#3:  And rarely does homework. 
 
#2:  A work ethic is a wonderful thing. 
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#1:  And he bullies his teachers and other students and never takes the blame for anything  
             he does. 
 
#3:  Of course those aren’t the cause of his low scores. 
 
#1 and #2: Absolutely not! 
 
#2:  There must be some other cause. 
 
#3:  The real cause. Yet what could it be? 
 
#1:  That terrible stench is still around here. Do you smell it? 
 
#2:  I do. 
 
#3:  And I confess I do too. 
 
#1 and #3 (but not exactly together) What could it possibly be? 
 
#2:  I thought we agreed it was coming from Davey. (Points reluctantly at the dummy) 
 
#3:  Why are we blaming the child? 
 
#1:  Our children are our future. 
 
#2:  I’m sorry. 
 
#1:  That comment borders almost on . . . well, you know. 
 
#2:  (embarrassed) Oh, I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to express an “ism.” 
 
#3:  We’ll let that “ism” pass, this time. 
 
#2:  Please don’t tell anyone. I could lose my job! 
 
#1:  Just don’t let it happen again. . . . (suddenly) My god, what is that hideous odor? 
 
#2:  I have no idea. 
 
#3:  (trying to change the subject) Aren’t these Nine-Grain Feel-Good Pancakes delicious? 
 
 (#2 and #1 agree, tasting, etc.)  
 
 (There is a long pause) 
 
#2:  I’m sorry, I think the smell is coming from Davey. 
 
#1:  Are you positive? 
 
#3:  Maybe he had an accident in his . . .  
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#2:  Is it all right if I check? 
 
#1:  Well, I don’t know . . . 
 
#3:  We ought to have a note from his mother. It is a bodily search. 
 
#2:  It’s really bad. And getting worse. I think I may gag. 
 
#1:  Well, check Davey then! We’ll say it was an emergency. If three teachers agree. 
 
#2:  (to #3) Is it all right with you? 
 
#3:  . . . Well, I suppose. But I don’t like this. 
 
#2:  (to #1) Okay? 
 
#1:  . . . All right. Go ahead. 
 
#2:  Davey, honey . . . Now I don’t want you to be frightened. Ms. Bevers is merely  
             going to try to find out what that smell is. . . . Okay? 
 
#1:  I think he agrees. 
 
#3:  Of course he does. He’s a very good little boy! (Shakes his arm gently) 
 
#2:  Excuse me, Davey. But now I’m going to sniff you. (Waits) (Sniffs) Well, it’s not  
             down here (meaning his bottom) 
 
#3:  Very good. I didn’t think Davey would soil himself. 
 
#1:  Not at his age. Good boy! 
 
#2:  (after sniffing elsewhere) Uh oh! 
 
#3:  What? 
 
#2:  I think I found it. 
 
#1:  Where? 
 
#2:  (opening the top of the dummy’s head, looking inside) Oh, my god! 
 
#3:  What do you see? 
 
#1:  Yes, what is it? 
 
#2:  (looking again) Turds. . . . Davey has turds for brains. 
 
#3 and #1: Oh no! It can’t be! 
 
#2:  I’m afraid it is. Big ones.  
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#1:  What are we going to do? 
 
#2:  I don’t know. 
 
#3:  You know that we can never, ever . . . 
 
#2:  Tell anyone. 
 
#1:  Never. 
 
#2:  They’d crucify us. 
 
#3  (after a pause) So what are we going to do? 
 
#2:  I have it! 
 
#1:  Yes? 
 
#2:  I’ll put Davey’s head back on and we’ll pretend we don’t . . . 
 
#1 and #3: . . . smell a thing. 
 
#1:  Excellent idea. 
 
#3:  Perfect. 
 
 (All three shake hands about the plan.) 
 
#2:  Now, what were we saying about Davey’s problems in school? 
 
#1:  I think the problem may lie in the tests we give. They’re probably biased! 
 
#3:  I think you’re right! 
 
#2:  No question. What do you say we get Federal funding and organize a committee and  
       re-do the tests? 
 
#3:  Or maybe have no tests at all! Why should there be tests if people can’t pass them? 
 
#2:  Wonderful idea! Who needs tests in this day and age anyway! They’re just a lot of  
        baggage of the past! 
 
 (They go on chatting, voices eventually dying out as they continue to propose  
              solutions.) 
 
    Go to Next Vignette 
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